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THE MAKING OF A STANDARDI ZED TEST 
OF LANGUAGE ERRORS. 
"For the economy of time it is desirable to know which .ma.f>-
l ocation facts, which words, whLch arithmetical operations and 
pro cesses, which grammatical forms should be learned by all elementary 
school children in order to live together well in modern,interdepen-
dent social life." (From the Twenty-Sixth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, p. 78.) 
The purpose of this study is the making of a language error 
test which may be comparable with the Wilson Language Error Test. 
The purpose of the Wilson Language Error Test is to discover 
the pupil's ability to recognize and avoid the common language errors. 
The Wilson Language Error Test contains three stories, A, B 
and C.Each of these stories has twenty-eight errors and each story is 
approximately of equal difficulty. To makea comparative test,these 
stories had to be given to the pupils,together with other similar 
stories,in order that the results might be compared and judged,so that 
three stories of like equal difficulty might be selected for this second 
test. Two stories,-"A School Dialogue", which had thirty-two errors, 
and "Playing Marbles"which had twenty-six errors,were already avail-
able for use. Mi s s Dunn and I volunteered to write two stories each, so 
that we had six stories with which to make this comparative s tudy. 
The first step was to discover our own er~ors and for this 
purpose we made a survey of the oral and written work of our own 
pupils.We found that these errors were practically the same as those in 
11 Studies of Language Errors",already made and summarized in Elementary 
School Journal,December,l920,pp.290-296. (See Table I.) 
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TABLE I. 
Locating Language Errors of Children. 
Elementary School Journal, December, 1920. 
1. Ain't - hain't. 
2. Saw - seen (confusion ) . 
3. Plural Subject with singular verb. 
4. Double negative. 
5. Have got. 
6. Come and came (confusion). 
7. Gi t · · 
8. Them and those {confusion). 
9. Teach and learn. · 
10 . Can and may. 
11. Do, did and done. 
12 . And for to with infinitive. 
13. Shall and will. 
14. Go, went, gone. 
15. Subject of verb not in nominative case. 
16. To, two, too (confusion). 
17. There, their. 
18. Singular subject with plural verb. 
19. The, there, they. 
20. An - and. 
21. And, and, and. · 
22. Lot s .of 
23. Got for arrived, received, etc. 
24. Introductory then. 
25. Is for are 
26. A for an. 
27. I and my brother. 
28. Frank and me in the nominative case. 
These errors are found in Stories A, B and C of the Wilson 
Language Error Test. A table listing these errors was then made 
in ord .:; r to see which errors were repeated in the stories and 
which errors occurred only once.(see Table II.) 
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TABLE II. 
ERRORS IN STORIES A, B AND C IN WILSON LANGUAG E ERROR TEST. 
Story A. 
Saturday Morning 
ain't got- haven't 
are - our 
give - gave 
John, he (omit) 
did - done 
no - any 
seen - saw 
saw - seen 
to too . 
et - ate 
was - were (2) 
me and Dorothy 
too - two 
them - the - those 
so as - so that 
Story B. 
A Fishing Trip. 
: hain't got - h aven't 
. 
. ' 
are - our 
give - gave 
. John, he (omit) 
did - done 
: 
: 
done did 
none - any 
seen - saw 
saw - seen 
to too 
et - ate 
awful - very 
git - get 
went - to go 
It is him - It is he 
Story C. 
An Accident : 
ain't never seen 
: hadn't ever 
ain't - isn't 
: are - our 
give - gave 
teacher, she (omit ) 
. done - did 
no - any 
awful - very 
git - get 
went - gone 
if I we re him if I 
were he 
was - were ( 2 ) 
me and William 
John and me 
too - two 
them the 
so's - so that 
Story A 
Saturday Morning 
feller - fellow 
taken - took 
especial - especially 
sure - surely 
real - really 
comes - come 
hopes - hope 
couldn't - could (2) 
to - at 
TABLE II (cont.) 
. Story B 
A Fishing Trip 
cetch - catch 
ask - asked 
began - begun 
came - come 
is - are 
learn - teach 
sit - set 
good - well 
once't- once 
hisself - himself 
can't never- can never 
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Story C 
An Accident. 
run - ran 
pay up - pay 
leave - let 
can - may 
_there ·- their 
lots of - many 
the - they 
a - an 
-5-
These tables show that these three stories have six errors 
in common,- stories A and B have four errors in common;- s~ories B 
and C have four error s in common,- stories A and C have .five common 
errors. Each story has . from eight to ten individual errors. 
With this data at hand and keeping in mind the difficulties 
of our own pupils, we wrote four original stories. Miss Dunn wrote 
"Flying a Kite" and "A Day at the Beach 11 • I wrote 11 The Movies 11 and 
"The Circus 11 • 
These four stories and also 11 Playing ·Marbles" and 11 A School 
D1 alogue 11 were printed by the boys of the Washington School. 
follow,-
These two latter stories were given u s by Pro.f. Guy M. Wilson. 
The nine stories used in this study with the corrections 
STORY A 
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Saturday Mornini 
Sat~day morning is a. busY. tim:e io <9.\lehouse. A fen~J-R:s a good chance to work. 
Do~J-ra~d Dorot"tty divide the tasks between us; Then we race to see who will finish · 
t.o.ok kf . ·a· h f k I esPecially first. Last Saturday I taKen the brea ast 1s es as one o my tas s. am especial 
fond of washing dishes. 
sotltf i could play. 
seen You should have saw me work. I wanted to get through 
John lfi called up at eleven o'clock to see if I might play with him. I had \~8 
coul<.i · · 
rooms to dust before I could go. John saw that I couT<:rn't hardly leave my work 
until I had4B.H1tll of it. He brought over some doughnuts and gave them to me. 
f~&1lppreciated the doughnuts. Then John helped me. It wasV~fdf good of 
him. When we had finished, I suggested playing marbles until time for dinner. 
I • "f~ib.8PgJ\!Hbl¥narbles," said John. "They'b~s very handy," I replied . . Then 
~~M him some of mine. I haJ.th0 many for my bag. John and I enjoy marbles. 
When dinner was ready, mother invited John to stay. "If IW$:f~sure my mother 
wouldn't care, I should.lik~ to stay," he •replied. Johnf!,~~n that he was really wanted 
so he telephoned to his mother. He enjoyed the dinner ancfi~f heartily. When 
th~ applesw~Isepassed, .John wanted one, but he couldn't eat~cfmore. 
we had another game of marbles. I li~~~ John may come over again:. 
I . 
Mter dinner 
Number of error8 cMTected 0 0 0 • 0 • •• (Score) 
N umllffT' of errors not corrected 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
Sum 28 
STORY B 
A Fishing Trip 
John~ is 1M3l good to me. H'J18:rf3ce'8~ldme to go fishing with him. He said 
that he could &ti8f.Jthe to be a good fisherman in no time. He had8s~~Psome men 
c~~ffih a great many fish about a mile up the river. He said that he had watched 
them until they became tired. He~~l!'n them leave with a large sack full. I agreed 
to go with him. 
"W~itiYffi~'~ :8-Jl¥>a.mboo poles," John said. "The folks haven't ~lfle left over 
from last year. Good polJS!i~ difficult to find." Joh:rP/I¥~ me the lunch to carry. 
· · did ~et w~~.rour lunch before we done any fishing. I Slt the table while John cut two poles 
and fastened the lines to them. He baited my h~~~~ts~lf and told me to throw it 
in. I felt a bite at once and jerked the line. It was a large catfish. I was afraid 
the line would break. John said that the line was madl~Jola and had heldtPo0 many 
big fish to break easily . . I landed the fish but we didn't catch any more. We wanted 
ta;gh another one so that each of us would have a fish to take home. 
We started -ftflti-went-home early. John, said, "You ~iH't never tell about a be-
ginner's luck." John and I are good friends. It is hM that I play with most. 
When we were nearly home, i \l,~HJlto look for my little brother. Soon I saw him 
coming down the street. He had ~'ailfi~ to meet us. "I landed a big one," said I, as 
· h h · f our h · I showed him the fish. The fis was t e mam part o are supper t at evemng. I 
had~lfevery well that day. 
Number of errors corrected . ... . . . . (Score) 
Number of errors not corrected .. . . . .. . 
Sum 28 
[ s ] 
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STORY C -8-
An Accident 
I 
One Friday afternoorPltfe teacher ~-asked us if we wanted to go to the woods. 
It was an XM'3l nice day I 8~in14 t it fun to play in the woods on such days? There 
an Many were 
was a old woods near the schoolhouse. Lots of flowers was m bloom. I John and me 
-- ~ wanted to pick th~Hteflowers so'~lW~could take some home to Mother, but the others 
did not wish to wait for us. 
We had not~~ far when we saJ.'\~o squirrels. 'I'fHl rfilfra.way from us. John 
~fndt never seen such funny little animals. He said, "(!fl. I throw a stone at them?" 
The teacher said, "No, you mustn't do that." But he dgJJlit just the same, and the 
stone bounded back and struck him on the head. He had to pay w.p for it because 
there was a large bump on his head. We hadn't \\H~edicine with us, so we had to 
go home t&~tt some for him. If I were tdih, I would lea~~\he squirrels play next 
tim:.1~~nd WiDiam felt sorry for him. 
John's mother if\r~9us some apples for bringing him hom~9i'tere orchard was 
• 
full of apples. They never had so many before. The apples Wjfp picked and lay 
in great piles under the trees. The apples that we received helped to make up for 
the disappointment in having to come home early 
[ 4 ] 
Number of errors corrected 
Number of errors not corrected 
Sum ~8 
. . (Score) 
Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ............ .... . . . .. ....... . ... _- .Grade .. .. ... , .. , . 
. City . . . ..... ... . .. .. . .. . . . School . . . . ... . ... .. . . . .... . . . 
Age . . . . .. ... .. .... . . .. . .. .. Date .. · .... . .. .. . . ......... , . 
PLAYING MARBLES 
t •J 
· Marbles is a good game. P~~n some boys playing the 
. game yesterday. I went hpme to look for my supply of 
(~ . 
marbles. I co~ldn't find rfu\1.~, so I saw my father. I said tb 
(:r • .r) ~ I -- "' 
. him, "Father, 1\~P~t tnoa~rbles. · · Will you give me ·a 
u ) saw . C ">) li.ave dime?" Father seen that I was m earn st, so he "giVe 1ne ·a 
(!>'J.rn n < ""1" 1Eather. f 11are 
I dim.e. He cmtre--it willin~Me ana fatfier IS ~ery good friends. 
1 started down the street. I had·not ~~~E\rery far, 
when I met John Taylor . .Joh~ ik is a good friend of mine. 
•'" ,.-~ ' ' come He ~~me leave .my house, and had came to meet me. 
I owed him a dime ibut he did not ask me to ~~yNp( I gues~/ I• r' 
he wanted me to have some marbl~; s'bl'h~ r could play with 
· ')..D 1 Z. f ~-. 
him. He had some marbles ffiJ..~ f ~ - ·~ , ..... l 
I ~~ to go to the store with me. "No," he replied, 
j .-.... J ~ K 
_ "I ha~f/11/- an errand to~. C~li play~ith yqq~hen I have . 
~ d8JiEfhe errand?" We agreed and spent the~ afternoon 
·together. We h~d lffi~nflfun. w .s- l--t1 t' 
' ~ {J,vv-
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Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ..... . ... . .. . .... . .. . . . ...... . .... Grade . ... . ...... . 
City .... . . . . . .. . ....... .. . School . . . .... ... .. . ..... .. . .. · 
Age .... . ..... . : . .... . ... .. . Date .. .... . ....... .. .. . .... . 
A School Dialogue. 
l~ J fohn:- "Has the first bell f.' 
J, J. ~. . ' ' 
Fra:Zk:- "riftr¥PHeatd ~H~ell." 
fohn:--"Have you j,S{~MW.~~amples that the teache; ~Wffh 
solv~ fb~ome?" 
' 1r ~ . 
Frank:--"! ~~all but the last one. I ?:~t hardly see how 
to begin if:.'":t\!it!Hnd ftrh worked together 
How many did you get ?" 
· '' , .... anvtbing fohn:--"I looked them over and· ge~fY that I didjln't knownuth 
o He 
in' about them. So I went over to see Charley. Him and 
1 4 
nk tried\&&or threeadrtctouldn't get ther'n' ~:J I copy 
' . . rfS teach 
.,7 Y 9Mfr~? I wish we had a tea,cher who could I earn us bet-
t " er . ~ , r 1 
· se~~  Frank:-- "Here they rn!.'~h, by the way, have you ever s ~~ my 
;1.0 
new air-rifle? I showed it to Jim when heCat.llfe over 
2.1 
last night. I tell you its a fine one. Jir:ra Jill was certainly 
").-
pleased when he ~M it." 
. a. s a:one . fohn:-- "I wish I liaa--went to your house last mght so I could 
'~- ;~ ha<YFseen it.",. c.. . 
~} . 
Frank:--"Jim and fn~lS~oing to the woods on Saturday and 
1-7 rthink ma:v 'f . h J' h . guess you cat1 go too I you wis . Im says t ere were 
i PlC1_~~f nuts in his uncle's woods." 
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~ t-, t~,.lJ~ 
€'"r'/ ~ • ~.:..4- I 
/V~· .... v-1- . fo-<.-~-L-
. 7 . 
Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name . . .... ...... ... . . ...... . ... ... Grade .. .. . .. .. . ...... . 
City . .... .. . .. ..... School . . .... . . . . . ........... . . .. ..... . . 
Age ... . .... .. . . ..... . .... Date ........ . .... . . .. .... . .... . 
THE MOVIES. 
LOM:~~nd Lbuis~8es to the movies nearly e~ery Saturday 
We haveEWerlr now for five weeks. One day I 88Jtdtl\ hard-
«iii.c b b' sa:t. f · f .There . 7 ~ee ecause a 1g man s~f m ront o me. Tffey was a pic-
y· ture about hunters in Africa. Tl~~e1boat wasn't 'ifllbigger 
tha9ilk¥e row boat. They had guns, beads, food and loif W 
other things. Frank iJ sat in front and Harry behind. Frank 
8 ~~~n~1lffi~racks. They .ti~d the boat. Frank said, "See t~~g se 
tr~s?" I'H ~fa~R~ou to'1 track wild animals." Harry and he 
Ctlffi:te creeping along when all fotonce Out jumped a lion and 
~WiMd- Frank. Harry didn't havJlBg time to lose. He fired 
just in time to save Frank 
A h . h came .11 h . were not er time t ey come to a v1 age as t e natives was 
having a war dance. They were to~~~~ the natives and made 
prisoners. All their things ~s~ut in the tent wi~h them. Harry 
had a victrola. He played it. The natives thou~ht he was the 
· tna.t God of sounds. H$~~~ them the victrola so as -Fi:ank and he 
could go free. 
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Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ............ . ............... .. Grade ......... . . . . .. . 
City . .. . .. . ... .. ... . , . .. . School ... ... .. ... .. .. ....... . .. . . 
Age ..... . ... .. .. . ..... Date . . ......... . .. .. .... . .. . . . . .. . 
THE CIRCUS. 
The CircusC&IJh~ to 0a¥l' town yesterday. Kfeeand J~e ~:sve 
been working at everything £~!t fifty cents. JoE(~ has ~ooe 
on errands and ha~ai¥~ 1the dog a bath, and his father has 
paidhd~ten cents he owed him, so that he had thirty cents. 
His mother Hi~¥ t1im the rest. 
I havesol<PalmP&t'papers and havet,_~~~cfmy brother to 
skate arfd\YJlPdoYt~ntt~1~~Eb~a'folFtwo whole weeks. My 
aunt g~ve me thirty cents. We went early. W e'ieln all the ani-
mals The elephantM~eanuts a man gave them. I would have 
liked to have given them some but I didn't have ~thlfe. We went 
into the big tent. We gutJ-n'\ hardly see to the other end. There 
~£ehorse races, ladies on swings, trained seals and clowns 
The clowns~~right in front of us and cttbffe all \RJi.~ .Itricks. 
It was a fine show. John and the are going to give a circus 
next week and char~vt9 cents. 
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Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ..... . .. . .. .. ... .... . ....... . .......... Grade .. ..... . 
City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . School ....... . ... : ... . ....... . 
Age ........................ Date .... . . . ................ . 
FLYING A KITE 
0 d Jim d 1r d K" W were . fl . ne ay me an 1m rna e a Ite. e was gomg to y It 
We "bPSlg it down to the park. 
HeSM-g.to me, "Tom, try to send it upa~J.PI tried ~Jld 
. db came I .d "Iis~'t any · tne , ut rr come down. sa1 , tam t no use to try." Tom 
diC\fd~·t want to give up . 
. Jim mxtook the kite ani~~~ it a big pusA1htlhe air. I took 
hold of the string antf ruh fast. The kite ~~ffi~ right down and 
fell on the ground. 
We tried once more, but the kite0&~d on a tree. I pulled 
the string hard t~~it the kite of/j'rtee. The strin~b~~e and 
the kit~ \rJb~ ~P in the tree. It~~¥; us fofsCJf trouble. .· 
Jim climbed the tree. He slipped two times and nearly 
fell down. He got hold of the kite buflfu~~Jln it coming down. 
0 ~fe kit~ wasn"f\1{; more. good. W lreh it fa~ 1h~re, and 
went home. 
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Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ...... .. . .. . ...... . .. . ~ . . ... . . . ....... Grade .... . .. . 
City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . School . . ... . ...... . . · ........ . . 
Age . ........... . . .... . .... . Date ....... . . . . ..... . ...... . 
A DAY AT THE BEACH 
He~&nd HJeJV~<Mhothe beach last week w'f~f~anxious 
whole was cents 
to stay the 1i61e day. All the money we had wuz forty cts. We 
got thM<tldJt ten o'clock. 
The first thing ~~~e was peopn;aJJilhll8Up and down 
the beach. Some people we~Pfb0the water. 
i sn •t. . We walked along the beach. "Mary, am'fthe water beau-
tiful~~ Helen. "It ¥&rf~f pleasant, but it is a'X'v1Sr cold," I 
answered. It wa}Po0cold to walk far. 
I ~&¥t) a log ancf§let down because I was tJfib~ tired. w ·e 
a~rsome bread we ~~cH5y us. Then we went to see th~ sights. 
A man told us that he would 1~~~ us go on the merry-
go-round for ten cents: Helen fii\,~~he money to him. We spent 
m'41q8t of money. 
Then we started ~d ~~nt home. I had spent all my 
money. If itW$fs8 not for Helen . I wo&~vo1 had t{¥~;~~e. 
-14 -
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I began testing the children in my school on November fourth. 
There are three fourth grade, three fifth grade, and three sixth 
grade classes in the building. For the first test, 1 gave 11 Story A11 
of the Wilson Language Error Test. Three hundred and twenty-four 
children took this test. The papers were marked and given back to 
the pupils and the errors which should haVe been corrected were 
noted. Each pupil knew his score and the list of errors was 
tabulated. 
Table III gives the frequency of errors in Story A· 
TABLE III. 
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STORY A - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
Rooms . 101: 102: 104 : 106: 108: 208: 206: 202: 201; .. l . 
. . : : . . . . 
: : : 
Grade 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 . . 
. 
. 
No.of pupils 38 37 : 38 32 : 33 38 38 39 31 
: 
to~ a t 23 21 : 20 ·a 14 20 24 : 6 21 : 
are, our 24 13 18 18 24 28 30 34 30 
feller, fe l low 13 14 18 28 : 29 : 27 34 28 29 
me, I 4 6 5 9 6 15 11 15 16 
me and Dorothy 7 3 : 6 10 10 . 13 : 19 : 7 15 . 
taken, took . 6 4 : 3 - 6 4 3 10 17 14 . 
especial,especially 27 17 23 21 . 26 22 35 31 26 : . 
saw, seen 11 6 : 9 11 15 10 29 23 13 
as, that 10 11 9 7 14 14 18 13 11 
John, he 5 5 1 9 13 6 : 17 : 8 4 
too, t wo 15 8 10 14 13 17 26 27 16 
couldn't, could 15 13 : 17 18 19 22 ; : 29 27 : 15 
did, dorie - 9 : 13 . 15 17 17 16 27 : 25 25 . 
sure, surely 38 . 35 38 : 31 . 32 36 36 . 39 . 3:1: . . . . 
real,really,very 34 35 35 32 31 37 34 : 36 31 
ain't, h aven't 0 2 2 3 . 7 : 3 11 12 . 9 . . 
got (omit) 7 18 2 18 27 : 22 34 21 27 
ain't got no 8 7 : 5 11 15 . 9 26 : 12 21 . 
comes, come 6 10 4 7 6 . 9 15 23 13 . 
give, gave 10 15 13 : 15 10 15 : 18 23 17 : 
-
to, too 30 28 : 29 27 27 35 36 : 38 . 31 . 
was, were : 37 37 36 : 32 : 32 : 36: : 36 39 30 - : 
seen, s aw 9 7 13 9 13 17 24 22 20 : 
e t , ate : 5 7 : 1 . 9 . 7 : 8 17 : 17 . 20 : . . . 
therir~Lhe, those 6 3 : 8 7 . 8 . 23 : 27 24 : 6 : . . 
was, were 18 10 18 21 : 21 16 : 18 26 20 
no, any 15 14 17 18 23 19 30 29 : 22 
hopes, hope 4 8 8 2 : 3 10 9 10 : 5 
No. of errors -~ 28 
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With this story for an example, the children now had some 
idea of what they were expected to do. To make the study comparative, 
the remaining eight stories were given in different order at intervals 
so that the results obtained might be estimated fairly. 
For the purpose of easier manipulation, I numbered the stories 
as follows:-
Wilson Language Error Test, Story A ---1 
Wi lson Language Error Test, story B ---2 
Wilson Language Error Test, Story c ---3 
Playing Marbles ---------------------~-4 
School Dialogue -----------------------5 
The Movies ---------------------~------6 
The Circus --------~-------------------7 
Flying A Kite -------------------------8 
A Day At The Beach --------------------9 
The order in which these stories were given to the nine 
classes is shown in 
TABLE IV. 
- ~ { ' ~r---....,. 
-; 
Room 104 Grade 6 1 2 4 5 6 7 : 3 : 9 8 
Room 102 Grade 6 1 4 6 . 7 . 2 8 : 5 : 3 : 9 . . . . 
Room 101 Grade 6 : 1 . 5 : 2 : 6 : 7 3 : 9 8 4 : . 
Room 106 Grade 5 1 2 5 4 3 . 6 : 9 8 : 7 . 
Room 108 Grade 5 1 4 6 : 2 : 5 : 7 . 8 : 3 : 9 . 
Room 208 Grade 5 1 5 2 6 : 7 8 : 4 : 9 : 3 
= 
Room 202 Grade 4 1 : 2 : 6' : 5 4 . 3 9 . 7 8 : . . 
Room 206 Grade 4 1 4 7 : 6 : 5 8 . 2 : 9 3 : . 
Room 201 Grade 4 1 5 2 4 : 7 6 3 8 : 9 : 
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The remaining eight stori.es were given at intervals from 
November fourth to March thirty-first. The number of pupils 
correcting the stories ranged from 316 to 326. The number of 
errors in the s tories ranged from 25 to 32. These stories were 
corrected, checked and tabulated according to the frequency of 
errors. The following tables give the Frequency of Errors for 
each story, the number of pupils present, the order in which the 
stories were given in the different grades, and the number of 
errors to be corrected. 
The range of errors and the quartiles and medians for each 
class were found. The average median, for each story for each 
grade was then computed. 
TABLE V. -19-
STORY B - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
FREQUENCY OF &\RORS. 
Room 104: :106; 202: 101: 208: 201: 108: 102: 206 : 
: : : 
Grade 6 5 4 6 5 : 4 5 6 4 
: : : : : : 
: : : : : : : 
No. of pupils 38 : 33 35 38 39 35 34 31 36 : 
. . . •· ·• ·• ---------------------------·-·----~---~·~·--~---~~--~~~~--~--=· 
John, he (omit) 
awful, very 
once't, once 
ask, asked 
learn, teach 
saw, seen 
cetch , catch 
seen, saw . 
hain't, hasn't 
got (omit) 
no, any · 
none, any 
is , are 
g ive, gave 
et, ate 
done , did 
sit, set 
hisself, .himself 
good, well 
to, too 
g i t, get 
and, to go 
can't never,can never 
him, he 
begun, began 
came, come 
are, our 
did, done . . . 
Total e r ror s -- 28 
. 
. 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
8 : 
11 : 
13 
15 l2 : 
1 : 
4 
6 : 
0 
l : 
6 : 6 17 : 5. 1 5 8 
17 : 29 : 18 : 12 23 : 24 
1 2 : 18 16 : 10 20 14 
15 24 17 13 19 : 7 
21 16 : 14 16 26 13 
15 : 16 p : 3 15 5 
3 : 13 9 3 8 : 7 
2 6 : 8 6 : 11 : 1 
2 : 10 3 1 : 7 : 2 
5 30 10 : 3 : 24 : 3 
1 : 6 : 25 9 1 : 18 : 6 
2 : 4 11 : . 4 : 2 : 12 0 
6 9· 21 14 : 8 : 20 : 15 
8 : 7 19 5 : 6 : 18 : 1 
2 : 4 13 : 3 : 0 10 9 
4 5: 15 6:: 2 : 21 4 
3 : 1 . 10 : 5 : 4 : 8 : 3 
: 11 12 : 10 : 11 : 7 : 18 : 10 
: 33 : 30 : 33 • 31 : 32 : 33 ; 33 
32 : 27 : 3 2 29 : 28 : 35 : 30 
1 : 3 : 4 : 6 : 3 15 0 
: 20 27 : 32 : 27 : 25 : 29 : 29 
4 7 : 20 11 : 1 : 13 4 
: 11 : 25 : 31 : 20 1 5 25 : 18 
1 : 8 : 15 6 : 6 : 12 : 4 
6 : 14 11 3 : 7 : 16 : 3 
: 22 : 16 29 : 26 : 21 : 33 : 24 
1 : 17 : 20 : 3 : 4 : 20 : 3 
.. 
. 
: 
: 1 : 
: 8 : 
8 : 
11 : 
11 : 
: 6 
: 0 : 
: 2 
0 
4 
: 1 : 
: 0 : 
: . 10 : 
1 : 
: 4 : 
: 4 : 
: 0 : 
2 : 
27 : 
: 24 : 
: 0 : 
: 25 : 
: 6 : 
7 : 
: 2 
4 : 
: 10 : 
: 3 :; 
9 
8 : 
11 
23 
19 : 
17 : 
11 
4 
7 : 
16 : 
12 : 
9 : 
20 : 
6 : 
13 
6 : 
4 : 
10 : 
34 
34 
11 : 
3 2 : 
13 : 
24 : 
11 : 
11 
24 : 
18 : 
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TABLE VI. 
STORY C - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
Room 
Grade 
No. of pupils 
are, our 
teacher, she (omit) 
awful; very 
ain't, isn't 
a, an 
lots of, many 
was, were 
me, I 
them~ the 
so's, so that 
went, gone 
too, two 
the, they 
run, ran 
ain't, halltn't 
never , ever 
dan -,-_. may _ 
done, did 
np, (om.it) 
no, any 
git~ get 
him, he 
leave, let 
me, I 
me and William 
·give, ·gave 
there, their 
was, were 
No. of errors -- 28 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
:106: 202: 101: 104: 201: 108: 102: 206: 208: 
: : 
: 
: : 5 : : 4: 
.. 
. : 
: 
. 
. 
6 : 
: 
: 
. • 
: 
6 
: 
: 
: 
: 
4 : 
: 
. 
. 
: 
: 
5 : 
: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
6 • 
.. 
.. 
4 
: 
: 
. 
.. 
: 
: 
: 
5 : 
: 
. 
. 
:32 : 37 : 39 : 38 : 35 33 : 38 : 36 : 38 : 
. 
. 
2 : 16 
: l : 4 
2 : 16 
1 4 
: 
: 5 : 15 : 
:23 24 : 
6 13 : 
3 5 
4 7 
2 : 3 : 
: 6 : 7 : 
8 : 13 ,' • . 
: 6 9 
4 : 5 : 
4 : 10 : 
6 : 10 : 
:20 34 : 
: 0 
' :25 
: 2 
: 4 
:27 
:27 
11 : 
: 2~ : 
: . 9 : 
: ' 4 : 
: 33 : 
: 31 : 
: 3 3 : 
: 2 : -2 : 
: 3 : 6 : 
:17 : 21 : 
: 8 12 : 
5 
. 
. 
2 
7 : 
4 : 
10 : 
7 
5 
2 
5 
5 
6 : 
3 
6 : 
3 
0 . 
2 : 
18 
2 : 
23 
2 • 
5 
31 
32 
1 
1 
2 
9 
3 : 
: 
4 : 
0 : 
10 : 
0 : 
21 : 
2 
4 : 
1 : 
3 
4 : 
3 : 
1 : 
3 : 
l : 
5 : 
0 : 
14 : 
2 : 
23 
3 
1 : 
34 : 
34 : 
0 : 
-· 0 : 
3 : 
12 : 
3 
: 
11 : 
4 
20 
4 : 
12 : 
29 
14 
5 : 
10 
11 : 
10 : 
16 : 
10 : 
10 : 
7 : 
15 : 
28 : 
13 
26 : 
8 : 
8 : 
35 : 
29 
3 : 
3 : 
10 : 
25 : 
13 . 
: _____ :____ =~--~----
1 1 16 
0 : 0 : 4 : 
22 6 : 13 : 
2 : 0 ' 2 
6 : 10 : 27 : 
7 : 2 : 11 
4 4 12 : 
1 1 : 0 
2 
0 
6 : 
0 
9 • 
16 ; 
0 
0 : 
6 3 : 13 . ' 2 . . 
3 : 5 : 9 : 2 : 
2 : 
4 : 
5 : 
1 : 
3 7 : 13 
8 : 5 : 20 : 
6 : 5 : 11 : 
4 : 4 : 7 : 
21 : 25 : 4 0 .. . . 
2 : 2 : 11 : 0 
11 : 22 
3 : 5 
8 : 14 
' 5 : 3 
2 : 0 
33 : 34 
22 28 
0 : 0 
0 0 
3 2 
4 : 19 
5 • 5 
: 25 : 13 : 
5 2 : 
: 27 : 20 : 
: 14 : 0 : 
: 11 : ' 0 : 
: :35 
: 3 2 
: 33 : 
: . 27 : 
. . .... . . 
0 : l : 
: 0 : 0 : 
: 8 4 : 
25 : 10 : 
: 13 : 0 : 
Room 
Grade 
No. of pupils 
seen, saw 
none, any · 
a in 1 t, haven 1 t 
gob (omit) 
no, any 
seen, saw 
give~ gave 
done, did 
me, I 
father arid I 
is, are 
went, gone 
John, he 
seen, saw 
came, come 
up, him 
guess, suppose 
as that, as (omit ) 
hisself, himselr 
ask, asked 
got (omit) 
'7 
run, do -· 
can, may 
did, done 
lots of, many 
No. or errors - 25 
-21-
TABLE VII. 
"PLAYING MARBLES." 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
102: 108: 206= 104: 201: 106: 202: 208! 101: 
: 
6 
: 
0 
1 : 
0 : 
: 10 
4 : : 
: 
: 
1 
6 
13 ; 
9 : 
5 
4 : 
: 11 : 
: 4 : 
: 
: 
5 4 
: 
: 
. 
. 
: 
: 
6 
. 
. 
.. 
. 
: 
: : 
: : 
4 : 5 
: : 
: : : 
31 33 35 : 35 32 38 36 37 : 
. 
. : : : : : : 
1 : 0 : 3 : 3 : 1 : 3 : 2 : 1 : 
5:7:2:4:1 2: o: 0: 
1:6: o: 2: o: 0 0: o. 
21 . 24 : 3 : 20 : 5 : 15 : 8 : 2 : 
9 18 : 3 : 8 : 5 10 : 0 : 0 : 
3 : 1 ! . 6 : : -5 : : 2 . : 4 . : 1 1 
13 14 13 : 11 8 : 17 : 5 3 
8 : 15 7 : 18 : 8 17 : 3 0 : 
2 . 5 2 7 ; 2 3 ; o. : l 
2 : ; 5 1 : 8 : 2 2 ; 0 : 1 ; 
4 : 16 : 1 ; 7 : 3 : 6 : 1 : 1 
6 : 6 6 : 8 : 9 10 : 3 1 : 
9 : 18 8 : 6 3 : 10 : 2 ; 0 : 
2 : 0 : 0 : 2 : 3 : 3 : 4 : 1 : l : 
6 ; 13 : 14 14 16 16 : 15 . . 3 • · 3 • . 
21 22 28 16 : 20 : 20 32 11 : 5 : 
; 37 : 31 . 33 25 : 32 31 33 : 36 : 19 : 
: 
. 
. 
15 15 25 : 13 17 9 15 : 4 : 6 : 
: 7 : 11 18 4 12 : 8 11 2 : 3 : 
: 23 : 18 : : 25 _: · 12 : . 19 : ;11 : : ~3 14 14: 
21 26 23 10 29 12 26 : 12 : 5 : 
15 : 22 : 2l 23 : 26 : 24 : 27 : 19 : 16 : 
36 : 29 33 32 ; ~5 24 : 37 : 20 
1 4 : 10 : 1 : 7 ; 2 : 10 : 1 : 
27 ; 30 28 19 33 29 37 : 30 : 
21 : 
2 : 
4 : 
Room 
Grade 
No. of pupils 
rang, rung 
ain't, haven't 
no, any 
got (omit) · 
them,those,the 
give, gave 
to, at 
done, did 
can't, can 
me, I 
TABLE VIII. 
"SCHOOL DIALOGUE. 11 
FREQUENCY OF illlRORS. 
: : : 
-22-
: : : : 
1 01: 208: 201: 106: 202: 104: 108: 206: 102: 
6 
: 
. 
. 
: 
: 
: 
5 
: 
: : 
: : 
. 
. 
: 
: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
: 
4:5:4:6:5:4:6: 
: 
. 
. 
: . . 
. 
. 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
. 
. 
. 
. 
37 : 37 : 34 : 34 : 37 33 : 34 ; 33 : 39 : 
: 
19 : 
0 : 
8 
22 : 
13 
6 : 
8 : 
14 
: 
19 
0 
8 
26 : 
.15 
4 : 
9. : 
9 : 
12 : 
5 
: . . 
25 : 11 : 
2 : 0 .: 
16 . 7 : 
32 : 25 : 
2l. 13 : 
7 : 4 : 
24 : 4 : 
20 2 
26 12 : 
12 6 : 
. 
. : 
27 : 16 : 14 : 
1 : 1 0 : 
13 : 4 6 : 
24 : 6 : 7 : 
24 : 8 13 
7 3 : 2 
19 : 3 : 10 
11 : 5 : 2 : 
25 : 7 11 
: 
18 : 24 : 
1 : 1 : 
13 4 : 
17 : 20 : 
23 : 10 
7 1 ' 
17 : 6 : 
13 : 7 : 
21 : 8 
me and Jim,Jim 
: 12 : 
3 : . 
2 : 
3 
and I : 3 7 : 3 
14 6 • 
20 22 : 
12 : 13 : 
1 : 2 0 : 
2 : 1 : 0 : 
4 : 1 : 1 : 
0 : 2 : 
1 : 0 : 
1 • 3 : seen, · saw 
nuthing , anything 
h im, h e 
me, I 
too, t wo 
an, and 
can, may 
your'n, yours 
learn, teach 
be, are 
saw, seen 
come, came 
Jim, he (Omit) 
seen, saw 
went, gone 
of, have 
Jim and me, I 
is, are 
guess, think 
can, may 
lots, plenty 
No. of errors -- 32 
. 
. 3 : 
26 
14 
7 : 
19 : 
28 
30 : 33 : 
22 
15 
7 : 
: 10 : 
30 : 
: 
: 4 2 : 
: 12 : 20 : 
4 : 1 : 
5 : 7 : 
: 
: 5 .·6 . 
: 11 : 15 
5 : 7 : 
9 : 18 
: 24 : 14 : 
2 : 5 : 
. 
. 3 : 6 
34 : 37 
: 36 : 37 
: 22 : 33 : 
9 : 5 
31 : 15 : 
32 29 : 
33 25 
8 : 0 
22 23 : 
4 : 6 : 
13 11 
.' 9 : 3 : 
27 : 7 
10 : 4 : 
21 1 5 
14 17 : 
7 5 : 
10 6 : 
33 32 : 
33 : 34 : 
34 33 : 
29 l.3 13 : 
12 10 : 13 
8 : 5 : 6 : 
21 : 9 6 : 
29 : 21 : 25 : 
37 : 25 24 
8 : 0 : 1 . 
1 5 : 6 10 : 
10 : 2 4 : 
21 : 8 4 : 
10 : 3 : 4 : 
16 5 : 3 
-5 3: - 2: 
16 : 4 8 
21 : 10 : 14 
5 : 3 : 2 
8 : 1 : 4 : 
35 : 21 : 32 : 
37 33 : 32 : 
36 : 9 : 30 
21 
14 
5 : 
20 : 
30 : 
28 : 
6 
2 '5 : 
5 : 
19 : 
5 : 
13 : 
2 : 
19 : 
29 
3 : 
10 : 
28 : 
33 
15 : 
1 2 : 
9 
8 ; 
9 : 
25 : 
27 : 
11 
8 : 
3 : 
10 : 
2 
3 : 
2 : 
8 
'5 
15 : 
4 : 
30 
33 : 
15 : 
-23-
TABLE IX .. 
"THE MOVIES." 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
Room 102: 108: 202: 208: 206: 101: 104: 106: 201: 
: : --~~--------------------~----~=--~~:~--~:~~~:~--~--~=----~=~--~:~---: : 
Grade 6 5 4 5:4:6:6:5:4: 
: : : ... ------------~------------------~=-· ~~=---- 7:~~7:~--7=----7:--~7=----~=----· 
No. of pupils 
me, I 
me and Louis,Louis and 
goes, go 
went, gone 
couldn't~could hardly 
set, sat 
they, -there 
there, their 
no, any 
are, our 
lots of, many 
Frank, he 
seen, saw 
sum, some 
them,those,the 
learn, teach 
too, to 
come, came 
to, at -
ketched, caught 
no, any 
come, came 
was, were 
took, taken 
was, ·were 
give, gave 
so as, that 
No. of errors - - 27 
36 39 38 35 : 32 : 37 : 37 : 35 
2 : 
me: 0 : 
: 10 : 
: 
1 
0 : 
8 
: 
1 : 0 : 
2 : 0 : 
10 5 
. 
. 8 
: 15 
: 13 21 : 8 : 
28 : 5 : 
;5 5 : 
16 : 5 : 
30 19 
17 : 3 : 
22 
: 2 : . 8 : 
: 11 
21 
10 : 
: 18 
9 
11 
27 : 
1 : 
7 : 
3 : 
19 
13 : 
24 : 
: 4 : 
: 13 : 
4 : 
: 12 
8 : 
: 12 
: 8 : 
18 
: 14 : 
: 14 : 
9 : 
23 
30 
5 
7 
14 
25 
29 
25 
8 
15 
: 28 10 : 
34 31 
9 : 1 : 
: 15 - : : 2 : 
17 : 5 : 
: 24 : 13 : 
: 24 : 20 : 
34 : 21 
19 : 2 : 
16 5 : 
6 5 : 
23 : 4 
15 : 1 : 
22 7 : 
11 6 
24 : 7 : 
8 : 
18 
11 
15 
13 
16 
20 
18 
: 11 : 5 
19 : 3 
: 
3 : 
0 : 
14 : 
15 : 
22 : 
6 
18 
29 
17 : 
17 
19 
8 
6 : 
16 
27 
28 : 
32 : 
8 : 
13 : 
13 : 
21 : 
6 : 
21 
19 : 
19 
14 : 
17 
: 
2 
2 
4 : 
6 
9 
1 
11 : 
20 : 
7 
17 : 
15 : 
5 
8 : 
11 : 
24 
17 : 
22 : 
8 : 
15 : 
8 : 
9 
3 : 
10 
5 
1 4 
8 
13 : 
: 
4 
1 : 
0 
4 : 
13 : 
8 
6 : 
17 
4 : 
10 : 
9 
4 : 
5 : 
7 : 
13 : 
9 
17 
5 : 
4 : 
4 
7 : 
6 : 
6 
7 
9 
9 : 
8 : 
. 
- . 
1 : 
0 
7 : 
5 : 
15 
2 : 
5 
21 : 
7 
11 : 
27 : 
0 : 
5 : 
8 
19 
21 : 
18 : 
2 : 
6 : 
5 : 
9 : 
2 : 
10 
7 : 
6 : 
10 : 
8 : 
32 : 
5 
2 : 
12 : 
16 : 
14 : 
6 : 
18 : 
26 : 
6 : 
16 
30 
3 : 
10 : 
15 : 
20 : 
22 : 
24 : 
10 : 
8 : 
11: 
12 
11 : 
16 : 
19 : 
16 
12 : 
11 : 
Room 
Grade 
No • . of pupils 
come, came 
are, our 
me, I 
me and Joe 
has, have 
git, get 
Joe, he (omit) 
went, gone 
give, given 
up, him 
give, gave 
lots of', number 
learned, taught 
ain't, haven't 
nothing, anything 
bad, v1 rong 
seen, saw 
et, ate 
none, any 
couldn't hardly 
was, were 
set, sat 
done, did 
there, their 
me, I 
to, two 
No. of errors -- 26 
TABLE X. 
"THE CIRCUS." 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
206: 102: 101: 208: 201: 108: 104: 202: 106: 
: : 
. 
.. 
: 
: 
4 . 6 : 6 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
5 
.. 
. 
.. 
.. 
: 
. 
. 
: 
: 
4 : 5 : 6 
: . . 
.. 
. 
. 
.. 
: 
. 
. 
: : 
: 
4 : 5 : 
: 
: 
. 
.. 
. 
. 
: 40 : 40 : 36 34 : 33 : 34 : 38 : 37 : 34 : 
: : : . . 
4 o: 2 :0 2:0:0 
: 24 : 7 11 1 21 • 10 10 
3: 3 : . 5. 0: 2 2: 0 
4 0 2 : 0 : 2 : 0 : 0 
: 14 7 5 2 10 : 11 4 
: 8: o: 2 1:8:1:1 
18 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1 1 : 1 
: 22 : 8 : 1 6 : 10 : 8 : 4 
: 12 6 : 6 8 : 10 : 20 : 14 
: 22 : 14 19 12 : 19 7 : 17 
. 
. 
11 : 7 : 11 2 : 11 : 1 : 4 
27 : 15 12 : 27 : 31 18 7 
28 11 : 11 14 24 19 8 
50:1:1:4:2:1 
24- : 14 . : 8 : 5 15 : 6 : 5 
33 : 30 : 35 : 33 : 32 : 34 : 37 
4 4 : 5 1 : 11 0 : 0 
14 : 4 : 1 : 4 : 17 : 5 1 
: 13 : 1 : 4 2 : .7 : 1 : 1 
: 24 : 10 : 11 : : 5 : : 1~ : 4 : 4 
: 22 : 20 : 20 : 7 : 22 . . 11: : . 10 
14 : 2 : . 5 2 15 : 2 2 
: 19 : 8 9 2 : 22 : 6 : 4 
30 15 20 13 25 : 13 14 
4 : 4 : :3 : 2 : '6 : 2 : 2 
15 : 2 : 4 0 10 : 2 4 
: 
. 
. : 
: 2 : 0 : 
: 14 4 
3 : 0 : 
: 0 : 0 : 
: 15 : 6 : 
. 4: .1: 
: 5 : 0 
: 14 11 : 
: 17 11 : 
25 23 
: 12 3 
34 : 15 
: 22 : 14 : 
: 7 : 1 : 
: 25 : 9 : 
: 37 : 33 : 
22 : 1 : 
15 : 0 : 
: 10 : 3 : 
: . 21 : 7 . : 
: 20 : . 8 
.. 9 : 0 : 
: 15 : 4 _: 
: 23 18 
4 • . 3 
: 7 : ;3 
-25-TABLE XI. 
11 FLYING A KITE . II 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
Room 102: 208: 206: 108: 201: 106: 101: 202: 104: 
: . : . . . : . . . 
: : : : : 
Grade 6 5 4 : 5 4 . 5 6 4 : 6 . 
. : : . 
: : : : . . 
No. of pupils 37 35 36 : 31 33 37 : 34 37 : 38 : 
. : : : : . : . 
: 
me, I 3 0 : 0 0 : 0 1 4 . 2 : 1 : . 
Jim~and I 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 0 : 0 : 0 . 0 . 
was, were 4 3 14 2 : 7 : 3 2 9 0 .. . 
brU.ng, took 4 9 8 . 4 3 2 1 : 10 : 0 . 
says, said . . 0 : 4 : 7 . 4 : 5 3 : 2 : 7 : 0 : . . 
agin, again : 6 3 16 7 ,; 12 : 6 6 : 12 4 : 
an, and 21 15 24 : 13 24 17 17 17 10 . . 
come, came . 2 2 : 3 0 . : 8 5 1 : 4 : 0 : 
ain't, isn't . 1 : 0 : 6 3 . : 5 : 5 : 4 
- 3 . 1 . 
no, any . 2 3 . 18 5 12 : 9 6 10 3 . . 
don't, didn't : 7 : 5 : 16 8 : ],5 .. 7 : 7 : 13 . 7 : . . 
Jim, he (omit) 1 : 3 12 . 0 : 2 0 0 : 8 : 0 . : 
give, gave 3 : 5 : 7 1 . 8 4 2 . 7 . 0 : . 
in, into : 36 31 36 30 . 29 . 32 25 . 36 19 : . . 
run, ran 3 1 5 : . 3 . : ·. 8 1 2 .. 5 . 1 . . 
come, came : 2 . 3 : 7 . 0 : 6 : 3 : 1 : 6 1 . : . . . ' 
cetched, caught 1 : 2 3 .. 0 : 3 : 0 . 1 : ' 6 . 1 : . . . 
git, get : 1 : 1 : 11 2 5 4 . 3 4 : 1 . . . 
bust, broke 2 . 9 . 16 : 11 : 11 . 10 : 6 14 10 . . . . . 
stood, st [l.Jecl : 22 . 22 : 22 : 14 23 : 19 17 : 29 : 22 . . . 
gives, gave : 1 : 6 : 9 : 9 : 2 4 : 3 : 4 . . 1 ' : 
l o t s of, much 1 6 : 9 : 21 . 29 . 23 : 9 : 32:: 7 . . 
broken, broke . 1 : 2 9 7 17 6 : 3 10 . . 8 . . . : 
are, our 5 : - 2 .. 16 . 2 15 . 4 7 : 2(,) : 5 : . . . 
no, any 9 : 2 : 14 : 2 : 7 : 3 : 3 : 14 . 2 : . 
left, let 11 13 18 14 : 17 18 10 . 19 . 12 : . . 
lay, lie 20 : 13 .:;;- 21 20 : 22 : 22 : 22 : 27 20 : 
NO. of errors -- 27 
-26-
TABLE XII. 
"A DAY AT THE BEACH. II 
FREQUENCY OF ERRORS. 
Room 202 ;, 101: 106; 206; 208 ; 104• 201; 108; 102; 
; . : . . : ~ ~ .. . . 6 
: : : . : : . : . . 
Grade 4 : 6 : '5 : 4 : 5 : 6 . 4 . 5 : 6 : . . 
. : : : : . . : . . . 
: : : : : . : . 
No. of pupils 38 : 35 : 33 29 : 39 . 39 : 34 . 37 : 40 . . . . 
: . : . : : : . . 
Helen and I : 0 : 0 1 0 : 0 : 0 0 0 : 0 
me, I - 2 2 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 1 . . 
gone, went 1 .. 2 : 2 3 0 1 2 : 1 . 0 . . 
was , were 11 : 2 : 5 13 g 0 11 3 : 1 
hole, whole 20 7 8 16 : ' 7 7 . 24 13 3 : . 
wuz, was .. 7 : 1 1 3 1 . 1 8 2 0 . 
cts., cents 17 0 10 : 13 : 22 17 : 10 4 5 
bout, about . 11 4 . 5 7 1 . 2 : 2 : 5 : 1 6 . . 
see, saw : 1 : 2 0 : 1 0 : 1 . 3 : 3 0 . 
walkin, walking 15 12 11 1 2 : 3 . 3 . 18 : 12 : 6 . . . . 
in, into 34 20 26 : 26 . 29 .; 33 32 35 22 . . 
ain.lJ:.t, isn't : 4 1 3 : 5 . 2 1 . 3 : 3 : 0 : .. . . 
says, said : 9 : 2 8 . 8 ' 2 3 : 5 5 : 2 : . 
sort of, very 32 . 32 : 32 . 28 : 36 : 35 34 : 33 : 36 . . 
awful, very 20 9 18 17 20 14 : 26 16 12 
to, too 31 18 .16 26 17 l:. 17 29 : 22 : 22 . . 
seen, saw 5 2 : 3 0 0 . 1 . 4 3 3 : . . 
set, sat · 9 2 3 5 1 2 : 3 . 3 : 2 : . 
terrible, very 24 : 8 : 17 18 22 14 . 22 . 18 : 8 : . . 
et, ate : 13 . 0 2 . 9 5 . . . 3 : 14 : 5 : 5 . : by, with 13 6 : 5 . 13 4 . 2 : 11 . 3 : 2 : . . . 
leave, let 15 11 12 10 : 6 9 : 17 : 14 . 8 : . 
give, gave 8 1 3 : 3 : 1 : 4 6 2 
' '· l .. lots or, much : 35 : 16 29 19 18 : - 7 . 32 : 14 : 8 . 
and went,to go (omit) 1 5 8 19 20 : 9 . 9 : 18 : 9 : 12 . 
was, were 36 32 : 32 : 28 18 . 35 33 : 33 : 34 : . 
or, have ·27 : 25 . 25 . 28 : 19 : 25 : 29 18 . 26 : . . . 
two, to : 24 : 9 . 10 . 21 4 6 16 . 9 : 4 : . 6 . 
No. or errors -- 28 
Room 
Grade 
STORY A 
Range 
1st Quartile 
Median 
3rd Quartile 
Aver. Median 
STORY B 
Range · 
1st Quartile 
:Median 
3rd Quartile 
Aver • .Median 
STORY C 
Range 
1st Quartile 
Median 
3rd Quarti 1e 
. Aver. Median 
202 261 
: 
: 
4 4 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
. 
. 
2-21:13-21: 
10 8 
12 11 : 
15 15 : 
• . . 10.3: 
1-22: 1..;;22: 
7 a. 5 : 
13 13 : 
17 : 17~ 5: 
. . . 14 .6: 
:10-25: 4-25: 
1·5 14 : 
18 17 : 
21 20 : 
17.6 ; 
PLAYING MARBLES 
Range 8-20: 4-22= 
1st Quartile 13 . 11-.5: . . 
Median 15 . 15 . . . 
3rd Quartile 17 : 17 : 
Aver. Median . . . . 14 . 
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MEDIANS. 
206 106 108 : 208 101 102 104 : 
: . . . . 
: . . 
4 5 : 5 : 5 6 6 . 6 " . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. : : : . : . . . . 
. . 
. . 
. : . : . . . . . 
: . . . . 
2-23: 7-23: 6- 21: 7-21: 6-24: 8-24:10-24: 
5 1 2 11 10 14.5 17 14 
-a : 14 : 14 . 14 18 19 : 19 . 
11.5 20 . 16 . 18 22 . 22 : 22 . . 
14 . . . . . . . 18.6 
6-26: 9~25:12- 25:14-28: 6-25: 9~25:12-27: 
1 2 I6 : 18 •. 5: 19 . 18 : 16 19 . 
18 . 18.5 21 . 22 20 1M . 21 . . . 
20 22.5 22 : 24 23 : 22.5 : 25 : 
. . . . . . 17.1: 19.8 
7-25:12~27:14-27:19-27:15-26:16-27:15-27: 
15 . : 19 : 20 : 25 20 24.5 : 22 
18 : 22 : 21 : 24 22 : 23 : 23 
22 : 24 : 25 : 23 : 24 : 22 : 25 : 
; . . .22.3 . . . . 22.6 
6-22: 8- 22: 8- 19 ! 16-23=17-25: 9-22=12-23: 
10 : 16 : 13· : ; 19 21 : 16 : 16 : 
13 18 : 15 . 20 22 : 18 : 18 . 
15 : 20 : 18 : 21 : 23 : 20 : 21 : 
. . . . . . 17.6. . . . . 19.3 
MEDIANS. 
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Room 202 : 201 206 106 108 208 101 ..... 102 104 • 
. : . . : . . . . . 
: . . ... : . . . . . 
Grade 4 : 4 4 : 5 : 5 : 5 6 6 6 
: : : : 
SCHOOL DIALOGUE: .. . : : ·. : 
Range 
1st Quartile 
Median 
3rd Quartile 
Aver. Median 
THE MOVIES 
Range 
1st Quartile 
Median 
3rd Quartile 
Aver. Median 
THE CIRCUS 
Range 
1st Quartile 
Median 
3rd Quartile 
Aver. Median 
FLYING A KITE 
Range 
1st Quartil-e 
Mediari 
3rd Quartile 
Aver. Median 
DAY AT BEACH 
Range 
1st Quartile 
Median 
3rd Quartile 
Aver. Median 
5-27: 5-24:11-27: 6-28:14-29: 8~28:14-29:13~28=17-30: 
14 : 10 : 14· "' 17.5: 20 : 15~5= 17 : 20 . . 23.5: 
17 : 13 : · r7.5: 21 23 : 20 : 21 23 25 
20 : 18: . 20 . 25 : 26 : 22 23 . 26 27 . . : : 
. . . . 15.8 . . . . . . 21.3 . . 23 
5-25: 5-26: 4-20:12~26: 7-24:16-26:11-26:10-24:14-27: 
10 12 : . 9 17 : 14 : 19 : 17 16 : 18 : 
12 : 16 : 13 21 : 16 : 21 : 20 : 19 : 23 : 
16 17 : 17 24 20 : 23.5: 23 : 23 : 25 
. 13.6 • 19.3 • 20.6 
5-24: 6-23: 8-25:16-25!16-25:17-24:13-25:13-25:15-25: 
14 : 11 14 : 18 17 20.5: 18 17 20.5: 
16 : 15 : 18 : 21 . 21 : 22 : 20 : 20 : 22 
20 : 17 : 2L: 23 : 23 : 22.5: 22 : 22 : 24 : 
. . . • 16.3 
6-23:10-24: 
17 : 15 
18 : 17 : 
21 : .. 20 : 
. . . 17.6 
. . . f 21;,'3: • 20.6 
8-25:14-25:17~25:17-25:16-26:17-26:20-27: 
14 : 19 19 20 21 : 20 : 22 : 
18 21 : 21 : 21 22 : 23 24 : 
21 23 23 : 24 : 24 : 24 24.5: 
21 • • . . . . . 23 
6-25: 9-20:10-23:12-25:11~25:16-26:13-27:17-27:15-25: 
13 : 13.5: 13 16 : 17 : 20 20 21 20 
17~5: 16 : 15 . 18 : 21 : 22 21 23 22 ; 
20 : 19 : 19 21 23 : 24 23 : 25 : 23 
• 16.1: . . . . 20.3 22 
- 29-
Although these tables showed t h e frequency of errors, no 
comparisons could be made until these numbers were reduced to a 
percentage basis. The errors were now li s ted according to the 
grades, the errors in the three rooms or each grade computed, 
-and the average percentage of error s for each grade deduced. C: )J }".,. 
Following are the table s showing the percentage of errord'~ f \ 
for each grade in each story. 
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TABLE XIII. 
STORY B .;.r WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
GRADE ~. 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS . 
Room 202 Room 201 . Room 206 : Average % . 
: 
Number Of pupils- -10 6 35 35 36 
J ohn, he .171 . 43 . 2 5 .284 
awful . very .828 .657 .222 . 569 
once't, once : .514 • 571 .305 .463 
ask , asked . .685 : • 543 : .369 . 532 . 
learn, teach .457 .. .742 .527 : • 575 .. 
s aw , seen . 457 .43 . 472 . 4 53 
cetch , c at ch .371 . 228 .3C5 .301 
seen, saw . 171 .314 ., 1 1 · ~ -- ..... .199 
h a i n ' t, h as n ' t . 286 . 20 .19t1 1') 0 07 $ k.t i-l t 
rPt ( or.li t) .857 .;685 .444 : .662 
n o ,_ any : . 713 : • 51 4 . 333 . 520 
none, any .314 . 342 . 2 5 .302 
j_ 8' are : .60 • 571 .555 : • 575 
give, gave • 543 .514 .166 : .408 
et, ate .371 : .286 : .361 : . 339 
done , did : .43 : .60 .166 : .399 
s i t, se t . 286 .228 ., 1 , .208 ·..i.-..1. 
.h i sse lf , h imself . 286 . 51 4 . 277 . 359 
g o od , v:e 11 : .94 .94 .944 .941 
to, too : .910 : 1.00 0 . . 944 : .951 . 
g it, get : • 114 : .43 : .305 . .283 . 
a nd, to go : • 91 . .828 . .888 : .875 . . 
can't never, can never: • 571 . 3 71 . 361 .433 
him, h e . 86 .713 : . 666 .74 6 
bta~Ufi , b~ga.n . 4 3 .342 .306 : .359 
c arne, come : .314 .457 .305 .359 
are, our : .828 . .94 : .666 .Sll . 
did, done : • 571 : • 571 : • 50 .547 
13.660 
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TABLE XIIIa 
STORY B - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROH TEST. 
PERC ENTAGE OF EHRORS. 
GHADE 5 . 
Room 106 Room 108 Room 208 Average % 
: 
No. of pupils 
--
106 33 34 39 
- ~----- - - · · --- ... ..... __. ___ '--& .. . . - - -
John, he . . .181 .235 .128 .181 .. 
awful, very . 515 .706 .307 . 509 
once't , once .363 .41 : .256 : . 343 
ask, asked .454 
. . 
.206 : .333 : .331 .. 
learn, teach : • 636 : .382 : .410 : .476 
saw, seen .454 : .147 : .076 .226 
cetch, catch . .090 : .206 .076 .124 . 
seen, saw .060 .029 : .153 .081 
hain 't, hasn't .060 .059 . 025 .048 
got (omit) .151 .088 .076 
. 
.105 . 
no, any • 181 .176 .025 
.127 
none, any : .121 : .000 : .051 .057 
i s , are .272 .441 : .205 
. 
.317 . 
give, gave . 212 .029 : . 153 
. 131 
et, ate . 121 . 264 : .000 
: .128 
done, did : .151 .117 : .051 
.106 
sit, set .030 . 088 .102 
.073 
hisself, himself .363 . 294 .179 
. 
.279 . 
good, well • 909 : .97 .820 
.899 
to, too : .818 .882 : .717 
: .806 
git, get . .090 : .ooo 
. 
.076 : .052 
. 
. 
and, t o g o .818 .853 .641 
.771 
can't never , can never: . 212 .117 .025 : .118 
him, he .757 . 53 .384 
.557 
begun, beg~n .242 .117 : .153 
: .171 
came, come .424 .088 .179 
.230 
are, our .484 .706 . 538 
: . 576 
did ~ done .515 .088 .102 
.235 
8.057 
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TABLE XIIIb 
STORY B - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 6. 
Room 101 Room 102 Room 104 Average % 
No. of pupil s 
--
107 38 31 38 
John, he ~45 .. ~032 . : 210 .131 .. . 
awful, very ~ 473 ~ 254 .289 ~ 339 
once't, once ~ 421 . 2 54 ~ 342 .342 
ask, asked ~ 45 .351 .395 : 399 
learn, teach : 369 ~ 351 :316 : .345 
saw, s een .131 .193 .026 .117 
cetch , ca tch .236 .000 .105 . 114 
seen, saw .210 .064 .157 ; .143 
hain't, hasn't .079 .. .000 ~000 .026 . 
got (omit) .263 ; ~128 . .026 . .139 . . 
no, any ~236 .032 : .026 : .098 
none, any .105 : ~000 
' 
.052 .052 
i s , are .369 .322 : .157 ; .283 
g i ve, gave .131 : .032 .210 : .124 
et, ate . : 079 : .128 . .052 . ~086 . . . 
done, did : .157 : ~ 128 . .105 . .130 . . 
s i t, set .131 : .000 .079 : .070 
h i ssel f , himself : .289 : .064 . .289 : .214 . 
good , well : • 815 . .870 . .870 ; .852 . . 
to, t oo . ~ 763 . .774 ; .842 . ~ 759 . . . 
git, get • 157 . .000 . .026 . .061 . . . 
and, to go ; • 71 ; .806 . 526 : .681 
can ' t never, can never: .289 : .193 : .105 . .196 . 
him, he • 526 . .225 . .289 . . 347 . . . 
begun , began • 1 57 .064 : .026 : . 08 2 
came, come ; .079 : .128 . .157 . ~121 . . 
are, our : .684 : .322 .578 : .528 
did , d one : .079 . .096 : .026 : .067 . 
6.872 
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TABLE XIV. 
STORY C - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
PERCENTAGE .. OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 4. 
Room 202 Room 201 : Room 206 Average % 
No. of pu:Rils --108 37 '35 : 36 : 
--. -- · - ---- -----· 
are, our .432 : .314 .444 : .397 
teacher, she .108 .114 .111 : .111 
awful, very .432 . 571 : ~361 .455 
ain't, isn't . ~108 . ~114 :. ~055 .092 . . 
a, an .405 .342 .75 .499 
lots of, many .918 . .828 .305 .684 
" was, were .351 • ~571 ~333 .418 
me, I • 135 .143 ~000 .093 
them, the .189 ~286 .361 .279 
so's, so t hat ~ ~081 .314 ~25 ~215 
went, gone .189 .286 .361 .279 
too, two ~351 . 457 .555 . 454 
the, they .243 .286 .305 ~278 
run, ran .135 .286 .194 . 20 5 
ain't, hadn't .27 ~ 20 .111 .194 
never, ever ~27 .43 .305 .335 
can, may ~918 ~80 .694 . 804 
done , did .297 ~371 ~148 ~272 
up (omit) .648 .742 .75 .713 
no, any .243 . 228 ~611 .361 
git , get • .108 .228 ~305 .214 • 
him, he .89 1. 000 ~972 .957 
leave, let .837 .94 .888 . 888 
me, I .081 ~084 ~000 .052 
me and William ~053 . ~084 . .ooo .046 . . 
give, gave ~162 .286 ~222 ~223 
there, their .567 ~713 . 694 . .658 . 
was, were • 321 .371 .361 . .351 . 
10.527 
_:!ABLE XIVa -34-
STORY C - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 5. 
Room 106 Room 108 Room 208 Average % 
No. of. pupils -- 103 32 33 38 
are, our : .062 : .030 : .052 : .048 
teacher, she : .031 . .000 : ~000 .010 . 
awful, very • 062 : ~666 : .157 : .295 
ain't, isn't : .031 . ~060 . .ooo : .030 . . 
a, an . ~156 . ~i81 . :236 : .191 . . . 
lots of, many : ~718 : ~212 : ~421 . .450 . 
was, were : . 187 : .121 . .000 : .103 . 
John ·and me, I .093 . .030 : .ooo : ~041 .. 
them, the : ~125 : .181 . ~052 : .119 .. 
so's, so that : :062 :o9o : .052 . ~068 . 
went, gone : ~187 - .090 : :052 ~110 . 
too, two · .25 - ~242 : .105 . ~1G9 .. .. . 
the; they :187 : .181 : .131 . ~166 
ruri, ran - ~ 12•5 . .121 : ~026 : .091 . . 
ain't; hadn't : ~125 . .636 : ~000 : .254 . 
never, ever : ~187 : :060 : :ooo : :oa2 
can, may : :625 : ': 333 :3'42 ~433 
done, did : :ooo . :ogo . :052 : :047 . . 
up (omij;) :781 : : 242 .. :526 :516 . 
no~ any ~062 : :1-51 : :ooo : :071 
git, get :125 :oeo .000 :062 
him, he : s43 . 1:ooo - :sea : :904 . . 
leave, let : ~843 .. .666 : :71 : .739 . 
me, I : :093 : :ooo . :026 . ~040 . . 
me · ~:md William : :062 : :ooo .. :ooo . :021 .. . 
give, gave : :093 : :o9o : : 10"5 : :096 
there ·, their .. ~531 ~121 : :263 : ~105 . 
was, were .25 .151 : .000 : .134 
5.425 
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TABLE XIVb 
STORY C - WILSON LANGUAGE ERROR TEST. 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRAD.E 6. 
Room 101 
-
Room 102 : Room 104 : Average % -
No. of pupils 
--
115 39 38 38 : 
are·, our .128 : ~026 ~ 105 . ~086 .. 
teacher, she : .051 . ~000 ~ 000 . .017 . . 
awful, very : .179 .. ~157 - ~263 : ~199 . .. 
ain't, i sn't .102 . .000 .. .000 .. .. 034 . .. .. 
a; a:.n : .256 : .263 : .552 : .357 
lots or·, many . ~179 : .052 .. .052 : .094 . .. 
was, wef'e . .128 : .105 : .105 : .113 .. 
John and me, I : ~051 . ~026 : .026 : .034 .. 
thein, the - .128 : ~079 : .079 : .095 . 
so·• s ~ so that .. .128 .. ~131 .. .105 : .. 121 . . . 
went, gone .. ~153 .. .184 . .079 : .139 . . .. 
too, two : ~135 .. .131 : . 026 .. .097 . . 
the, they .153 .. ~131 . ~079 .. .121 . . . 
run, ran ~135 . .105 .. .026 : .089 .. .. ain't~ hadn't .000 : ~ 6·57 : .131 . 
.263 .. 
never, ever ~051 : . 052 : ~000 : 
.034 
can , may ~ 461 :578 : ~369 : .469 done, did ~051 : ~ 131 : .052 : ~078 
up(orni t ) ~589 ~ 368 : .605 : ~ 521 
no, any ~051 ~079 : ~079 . .069 . 
git, get : ~128 : .000 . .026 .. ~051 . . 
him~ he : 794 : .894 : .894 : ~ 861 leave , let .. .820 : .736 : .894 : . 817 . 
me, I .. ~025 : .ooo .. .ooo : 
.008 . . 
me and Wi l l iam : :025 : ~coo : ~000 . .008 . give, gave : . 051 .. ~052 .. ~079 : .061 . . 
there, their : ~ 230 . . .500 : ~315 : .348 
was, were • 135 : .131 : .079 : .115 
5.299 
TABLE XV. -36 -
II PLAYING MARBLES. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 4. 
: Room 202 Room 201 : Room 206 Average a1 ;o 
No. of pupils 106 38 : 35 : 33 
seen, saw .079 .084 .000 .034 
none, any .052 .114 .212 .126 
ain't, haven't .000 .057 : ~181 : .25 
got (omit) .395 .571 .727 .564 
no, any .. ~263 .228 .545 .345 
seen, saw : .105 : ~143 .03 .093 
give, gave .45 . ·457 .424 .444 
done, did : .45 .63 .454 ~ 511 
me, I ~079 : .200 .151 : .143 
father and I ~052 : .228 ~151 .144 
is, are :157 :zoo :484 .280 
went; gone . .263 : ~228 .181 : .224 . 
John, he . .263 : .171 . .545 : .326 . . 
seen, saw : .105 .084 ~000 : .063 
came, come .395 :457 .424 : :425 
up, him :842 :571 :848 : :754 
guess, suppose . : .87' ~91 : 1~ :927 
as that, as {omit) :395 .485 : .757 : .546 
hi sself' , himself' . 28 9 .342 .545 .392 
ask, asked .. .605 .543 .757 :635 
got {Omit) .684 .828 .696 .736 
run, do .710 :743 .636 .696 
can, may .973 : 1~ 1. .991 
did, done .263 : :20 .303 : .255 
lots of, many .973 .94 : .848 .920 
10.824 
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TABLE XVa. 
"PLAYING MARBLES." 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 5. 
Room 106 Room 108 Room 208 : Average % 
No. of pupils 99 32 31 36 
seen, saw ~031 : .032 ~055 : .039 
none, any ~031 ~161 ~000 ~064 
ain't, haven't ~000 : .032 ~000 : :011 
got (omit) .156 .678 .292 .352 
no, any .156 .29 : .000 .149 
seen, saw . ~062 ~096 ~027 ~062 . 
give~ gave ·~25 ~419 .148 .. .306 
done, did . 25 .254 .083 .196 
me, T . .062 : ~064 ~000 .042 . 
father and I ~062 : .064 ~000 .042 
is, are .093 .128 .027 .083 
went, gone ~281 : :193 ~083 : .186 
John, he ~093 :290 ~055 ~146 
seen, saw ~093 .000 : ~027 .040 
came, come ~50 ~419 : ~083 : .334 
up, him . . :625 ~709 : .305 : .546 
guess, suppose .968 : 1. : 1~ .969 
as that, as (omit) :281 : :483 :111 :292 
hisself, himself ~25 . ~351 ~055 ~219 . 
ask~ asked ~437 ~58 ~388 ~468 
got; (omit) ;375 . ~838 : ~333 . ~515 • . 
run, do ~75 . ~709 . ;527 ~662 . . 
can, may . ~75 . ~935 ~555 ~747 . . 
did, done ~062 . ~128 . ~027 ~072 .. . 
lots of, many . .906 . .967 .832 . .902 . . . 
7.444 
TABLE' XVb. -38-
"PLAYING MARBLES. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 6. 
~-~------------ - -
Room 101 Room 102 Room 104 : Average % 
---- --
No. of pupils 111 37 : 39 : 35 
seen, saw ~027 .000 .084 : .037 
none, any ~000 ~025 ~057 . 027 
ain't, haven't .000 : .000 : .ooo . 000 
got (omit) .053 . 256 .084 .064 
no, any .000 .102 .084 .062 
seen, saw : .027 ~025 ~171 . 074 
give~ gave .081 ~153 .371 .202 
done, did ~000 : ~333 .20 .178 
me, I .027 . .23 . . .057 .105 . . . 
father and I : :027 : .128 ~03 .062 
is, are ~027 ~102 ~03 .053 
went, gone : :o27 ~282 . :171 : .160 . 
John, he .000 .102 : .228 .110 
seen, saw : ~027 :051 : .057 : . 045 
came, come . 081 :153 .40 : ~211 
up, him : :135 : . 558 . ~457 .377 . 
guess,slippose · ~515 . ~948 . ~713 . .725 . . . 
as that; as ·(omit) . ~162 ~384 ~371 ~306 . 
hisself, himself . ~081 . ~179 ; ~114 ; ~125 . . 
ask, asked ~378 ~589 ~342 ~436 
got · ( omit) ~135 ~538 ~286 . ~319 . 
run, do ;4-32 ~384 ~657 ~491 
can, may . ~567 . ~923 ~910 ~800 • .. 
did, done . ~053 . ~025 ~03 . ~036 . .. 
' lots of, many . .108 : .692 .543 .. .448 . . 
5.453 
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TABLE XVI. 
II SCHOOL DIJJ.JOG UE . II 
P:8:RCENTAGE OF' K11RORS. 
GHADE 4 
Room 202 : Room 201 Room 206 Average c/ ;o 
No. of pupils 
--
104 37 34 33 
l"an~ , rung : 73 ~ 7 33 ~545 : ~ 6 69 
haven 't : ~ 027 . . 059 . 03 . 039 a iil t, . 
no, any ~ 351 ~ 47 ~393 .. 405 
got (omit) ~648 ~94 ; 515 .701 
them, those 1 the ~648 ~617 ~696 . 654 
give , gave . 189 ~206 .212 .. 202 
to: at ~513 .706 ~515 ~578 
done , · d i d ~297 ~599 ~393 ~ 429 
can ' t , can ~675 .765 ~636 ~692 
me , I ~ 027 ~ 3 53 0~000 ~127 
me and Jim, Jim and I : ~053 ~205 ~ 03 ~ 096 
seen , saw ~108 ~41 ~03 ~ 183 
nuthi~ anything ~783 ~59 ~636 ~6 69 
him, he ~021 ~353 ~ 424 ~ 366 
me , ·r ~216 ~ 264 ~ 151 ~210 
t oo , two ~567 . 01, .v-'-- ~ 606 ~ 695 
an, and - . ~783 . ~ 94 .909 : .877 • 
can; me.y 1 ~000 ~ 970 ~ 848 ~959 
your• n. , yours ~216 ~23 5 ~181 ~211 
learn, teach .405 .647 . ~757 . ~603 • . 
be, are ~27 ~ 117 . ~151 ~ 179 J 
E> aw , seen ~ 567 ~ 382 ~ 575 ~[)08 
come , came ~27 ~264 . ~151 . ~228 . • 
Jim, ·he .432 . ~792 ~393 ~539 . 
seen , saw . 135 ~294 . ~06 ~ 163 I 
went , gone .432 ~617 • . 575 ~ 508 • 
of" , have ~ 567 . A., • ~.L ~878 ~ 618 
Jim and me , I ~135 ~206 . ~ 09 ~ 1 .:13 > 
i s , are ~235 ~294 ~303 : 277 
guess , t h i nk .. 946 ~ 97 ~848 .921 
can, may 1 ~ OO C, ~97 l . 'JOC ~ 990 
lets , plent y ., 973 l . CCO . 454 .80 9 
1 5. 248 
TABLE XVIa. -40-
"SCHOOL DI ALOGUE. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS . 
GRADE 5 . 
Room 106 : Room 108 : Room 208 Average % 
No. of pupils 
--
105 34 : 34 37 
rang, rung .325 : ~41 : .513 : .416 
ain't, haven't . .000 ~000 : ~000 : .ooo . 
no, any . ~206 . ~176 : . 216 : . 199 • . 
got (omit) .733 : .206 : .702 : .547 
them, those, the . .382 : .382 .405 . .389 . . 
give, gave : .117 : .059 : .108 : .095 
to, at : .117 ~294 : .243 : .218 
done, did .059 : . 059 : .243 : .120 
can't, can .353 : .325 : .321 : .333 
me, I .176 .000 .135 : .104 
me and Jim, Jim and I: ~088 .000 . .081 . .056 . . 
seen, saw : .176 .029 ~081 : .095 
nuth ing, anything : .647 : ~382 . .702 . .577 . . 
him, he : .382 : .382 : .378 : .381 
me, I : .147 : ~176 : .189 .170 
too, t wo .441 .176 : .513 .376 
an, and : .853 : .733 .758 .781 
can, may ~733 ~706 .89 .776 
your'n, yours . .ooo : .029 .053 : .027 . 
learn, teach : ~676 .294 : .54 : .503 
be, are : .176 . . .117 : .027 : .114 
saw, seen ~325 : .117 .189 . .210 . 
come, came : .088 : ~117 : .162 : .122 
Jim, he .206 : .088 . .405 : .233 . 
seen, saw ; • 117 : .059 : .189 : .122 
went, gone : .441 : ~235 . .486 . .387 . . 
of, have : • 50 . .41 .378 : .429 . 
Jim and me, I .147 . .059 . .135 : .113 . . 
is, are : .176 : .117 : .162 : ~152 
guess, think . .94 : ~94 1.000 .960 . 
can, may 1.000 .94 .. 1.000 . .980 .. . 
lots, p lenty : .97 : .882 .89 : .914 
10.899 
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TABLE XVIb. 
"SCHOOL DIALOGUE." 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 6. 
: Room 101 : Room 102 : Room 104: Average % 
No. of pupils 
--
109 37 . 39 : 33 : . 
rang, rung ~513 : .61·5 . ~484 .537 . 
ain't, haven't .ooo : :025 :030 :o1a 
no, any .216 .102 .121 : .146 
got (omit) .594 : .512 .181 : .429 
them, those, the ~351 .256 .242 : .283 
give, gave : .162 : .025 : .090 : .092 
to, at ~216 :153 : .090 : ·. ~ 1~ 
.done, -did : .378 :179 : .151 . .196 . 
can't, can :321 .205 .212 .246 
me, I .081 .051 .06 . .064 • 
me arid Jim, Jim & me .053 : . . 000 : .03 :028 
seen, saw .081 : ~076 .03 ~062 
nuthing, anything .594 ~307 :393 .431 
him, he : .405 : .230 :303 .313 
me, I : .189 : .205 .151 : .181 
too, two :27 .23 ~272 .257 
an, and : .811 :641 .636 ~696 
can, may ~811 . .692 . 757 .787 . 
your'n, yours . 108 :282 :ooo : .130 
learn, teach .321 : .205 .181 .236 
be, are ~108 : .076 : .06 : :os1 
saw, s een .135 : .256 .242 .211 
come, came .135 : .051 ~09 . : .092 
Jim, · he : ~297 : :076 .151 .175 
seen, saw : .135 : .076 ~09 .100 
went, gone .243 .205 .121 .189 
of, have . 648 :128 :303 • :359 .
Jim and me, I : . 053 :384 :09 . :176 . 
ls, are .081 • 102 ~03 : :071 
guess, think : .918 : .768 : .636 .774 
can, may .973 .846 : 1:ooo : :939 
lots, plemty .594 : .384 .272 . . 417 
8.869 
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TABL E XVII. 
"THE MOVIES. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 4. 
- •·-- ~-"' r •••- .,L •• •. 
Room 202 Ro om 201 : Room 206 : Average % 
No. of pupils 
--
102 38 32 32 
me, I .026 .156 :093 .092 
me and Louis,Louis and I : ~052 .062 .000 .038 
goes, go .263 .375 :437 .358 
went, ~one .552 .50 ~468 .507 
cou1dn t hardly .731 .437 .687 .618 
set, sat .3 95 .187 .187 .256 
they, there ~421 .562 .562 .515 
there, their .790 ~812 .906 .836 
no, any .45 : .187 .531 .389 
are, our .736 .50 . 531 . 589 
lots or, many . 894 ~937 ~593 .808 
Frank,he . .236 ~093 ~ . 25 : .193 . . 
seen, saw ~395 .314 .187 :-
.299 
seen, some . 45 .468 ~500 . .473 . 
them, thcse,the .63 ' . 625 .843 . 6 99 . 
l earn ., t e a ch . 63 : ~687 .875 .731 
too, to ~894 ~75 1.000 . 881 
come , ca...TIIe ~ 500 ~314 . 250 .355 
to, at ~421 ~ ~250 ~406 .3E9 
J...:etched. , c&nght ~157 ~ 343 .406 .30 8 
no , any ~ G0 5 ~ .375 .656 . 54 5 
cabo , C~J-18 .3 33 . . , , '7. 
.137 . 31 0 - II -:>~;;: t:l 
was ,, _ were . 578 : ~500 : . 656 : ~578 
took , 'tal{ en .289 :593 ~593 . 492 
'-'las , W 61'"'6 . 630 . 50C . 593 . 574 
give , gave . 289 ~37 5 . -137 . 3f~ 7 
s o .., .,., ......... , t hat .500 • 34-3 . 531 . 4 58 
1 2.620 
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TABLE XVII a: . 
"THE MOVIES. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERIWRS . 
GRADE 5. 
·- -------- . -. ..__. 
: Room 106 : Room 108 : Room 208 ; Average o! j v 
-----· - -- ----· -·- -- ~ ··-~- ----- ..... --... _ 
- ....._ __ -~ _..__. __ .. 
No . of pupils -- 109 35 : 39 35 
me , I : .030 .025 . . 000 : .018 • · 
me and Loui s ,Louis and I: . ooo .000 .000 . 000 
gees~ gc ~200 .205 ;143 . 183 
went , gone .14: 3 . 333 . . 228 : .235 L 
couldn 1 t • hard·ly : . 430 ~ 56 4 : .143 : ~379 
cet~ se.t . . 057 : ~ 20 5 : .143 . .135 . . 
the;>~ , there ~ .143 : .256 . .143 : ~181 . . 
there , ··· their ~600 .461 ~ 543 : • 535 
ho, any : . 200 : . 230 . . 084 : .171 . 
are, our : ~457 : ~589 ~286 . ~444 . 
lots of, many : • 771 : .768 : .860 : .799 
Frarik , he : ~ 000 : .128 . 030 .053 
seen, saw : :143 : ~ 1 79 • 057 . 126 
sum,some : ~228 : :358 : :143 : .243 
them, those, the . . :543 : :641 : ~ 371 . :518 . 
learn, teach : :GOO : ;743 : .-571 :638 
too , to ~63 . ~641 : :600 .624 . . 
come, ce.me : .057 : 205 :030 . ~.o'i7 . 
to , n+ • 171 : .384 : .143 : .233 .-.. u 
ketched , caught : .143 . 205 : .143 : . 164 
no, any . ~257 : .461 . ;114 . .277 . . . 
come, came ~057 :282 . .030 : .123 . 
was, · were :286 . .384 :200 : .290 . 
took~ tal!en :543 .333 . 1 71 .. 349 
was were . : 171 :410 : .200 : .260 . 
give, ·gave ~286 ~512 . 143 .314 
so as , . .228 . .461 . .084 : . • 258 . . . 
8.520 
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TABLE XVI I b. 
"THE MOVIES. It 
PERCENTAGE OF' ERRORS. 
GRADE 6. 
- -·- - ------ -- ------. . . . 
Room 101 : Room 102 : Room 104 : Averag e % 
_...._ __ .. --- ----- . .-- ..... .... .., .,._ _ . 
No. of pupi ls -- 110 37 36 37 
me, I . 0 53 . .055 . .108 : .072 .. . 
me and Louis , Lou i s and I: • 053 : .000 . .027 . .027 . . 
goes, go : ~108 : .277 . .ooo . . 128 . . 
went,gone .162 .222 . ~108 . .164 . • 
couldn't hardly : ~ 243 . ~416 . ~351 .337 . . 
set, sat ~027 .055 . .216 .og9 . 
they,there . ~ 297 ~305 .162 . ~255 . . 
there , their ~54 . .583 : ~459 . .527 . . 
no, any . ~189 . .25 . ~109 . ~182 . . . . 
are, our : ~459 : ~305 . ~27 . ~345 . . 
lots or, many . ~405 . ~75 : ~243 . .466 . . . 
Frank,he . .135 . ~03 . ~108 ~091 . . . 
seen, saw : ~216 . ~194 : .135 . ~182 . . 
sum, some : ~297 . ~083 : .189 : .189 . 
them, those, the . .648 . ~ 527- . ~351 : ~509 . . .. 
learn, teach .459 ~ 361 : : 243 : .354 
too , to ~ 594 : .666 : .45g : . 573 
come , came .216 ~111 : .135 .154 
to, at .405 ~361 : . 108 : .291 
ketch e d , caught ~216 : : 111 :108 : :145 
no, any .243 ~333 .. .189 : .2·55 . 
come, came ~081 : : 222 .162 : ~155 
was, were : :27·, :333 : ~ 162 . .255 .. 
took, taken :135 . : 222 ~189 : : 182 . 
was, were : 378 : : 50 ~ 243 . : 374 .. 
give, gave : 216 . .388 : .243 ; 282 . 
so as, that • 351 : .388 . 216 .318 
6.911 
-15-
TABLE XVIII. 
"THE CIRCUS." 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GHADE 4. 
. Room 202 ~oom 201 : Room 206 . Average % . . 
No. of pupils 110 37 33 : 40 : 
come, came : .053 : ~060 : ~100 : .071 
are, our : ~378 : : 636 . : ~ 60' :538 
me, I ~081 ... 060 :075 : ~072 
me and Joe .000 : .121 : ~10 . . ~074 
has, have ~405 : ~303 : :350 : .353 
git, get ~108 .242 : .20 . .183 . 
Joe, he (omit) ~135 : :030 ~45 .205 
went, gone ~378 : ~303 .55 .410 
give, given : .459 .303 .30 .354 
up, him ~675 : ~ 575 • 550 : .600 
give, gave .321 : ~333 ~225 : .293 
lots of, number ~918 : ; 939 ~675 ~ 844 
learned, taught .594 .727 :70 . :674 . 
ain't, haven't ~189 : .121 ~125 : .145 
nothing, anything . :675 : :454 . :eo ~ 576 . 
bad, wrong 1.000 ~969 ~825 : .931 
seen, saw : : 053 . :333 :ro . ~162 . . 
et, ate . .405 : • 515 :35' :423 . 
none, any :270 :212 : :325 : :269 
couldn't hardly : 567 : ·575 . :eo : .581 . 
was, were ~54 :666 ~55 : :585 
set, sat .243 : :45·4 .35 : .339 
done, did : ~405 :666 :475 . :515 . 
there, their : 621 ~757 . :75 :709 . 
I - :108 :rar : :1o· ~130 me, 
to, two . .189 . .303 . .375 .289 . . . . 
10.325 
TABLE XVIII a. -46-
"THE CIRCUS. 11 
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR S. 
GRADE 5. 
; Room 106 : Room 108 : Room 208 . Average % . 
No. of pupil s 102 34 : 34 34 
come, came .000 : .•ooo : .000 : .000 
are, our .117 .294 .029 : .147 
me, I .000 .0~9 ~000 : .020 
me and Joe .000 .000 . .ooo : .ooo . 
has, have • 176 : .325 : ~059 : ~187 
git, get · ~ 029 : .029 : .029 : .029 
Joe, he (omit) ~000 : .029 : ~000 ~010 
went, gone : ~ 325 : ~235 ~176 : ~245 
give, given ~32 5 ~599 : .235 .386 
up, hi~ ;. 676 : .206 : .353 .412 
give, gave : .088 ~029 : ~059 : .059 
lots of, number .441 ~53 .792 .588 
learned, taught : .41 ~56 .41 .460 
ain't, haven't .029 . ~059 : .029 : .039 . 
nothing, anything • 264 . .176 : .149 : .196 
bad, wrong : ~97 1~ .97 .980 
seen, saw ~029 . . ~000 : ~029 : ~019 
et, ate • 000 : ~147 . ~117 : .088 . 
none, any : • 088 . ~029 : .059 . .059 . . 
couldn't hardly : ~206 : .117 : ~149 : .157 
was, ·were .235 : ~325 .206 : .255 
set, sat ~000 : .059 . .059 : .039 . 
done, did : • 117 . ~176 . .059 : ~117 . . 
t here, their : .530 ~382 . .382 : .431 . 
me, I : ~088 : ~059 . .059 . .069 . . 
to, two : .088 : .059 . .000 : .049 . 
5.041 
-47-
TABLE XVIII b. 
"THE CIRCUS. It 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 6. 
: Room lOJ: : Room 102 . Room 104 : Average % . 
No. of pupils 
--
114 36 . 40 : 38 : . 
come, came . 055 : .000 .000 : .018 
are, our . .388 : .175 : .263 :. .275 
' me~ I . ~148 .075 . .ooo .. .074 . . . 
me, · Joe, Joe and I : .055 ~000 . ~000 .018 . 
has~ have •· ~148 . .175 .105 . .143 . . . 
git~ get · . ~055 : .ooo . .026 : .027 . . 
Joe, he (omit) : ~000 .000 . .026 . ~009 .. . 
went, gone . ~027 ~200 . ~105 . .111 . . . 
give, given . ~166 ~150 : ~369 . .228 . . 
up, him ~527 : .350 . .450 : .442 .. 
give, gave : ~305 . .175 • ~105 . .195 .. . .. 
lots of, number . ~333 . ~375 . ~184 . .297 . . • . 
learned, ta~ht . ~305 : ~275 .. .210 . ~263 . • . 
~027 . .ooo ~026 .018 ain't, haven t : . : 
nothing, anything : ~222 . ~350 . ~131 : .234 .. . 
bad, wrong : ~972 . ~750 .. ~973 : ~898 . .. 
seen , saw . ~148 : ~100 . ~000 .083 . . 
et, ata ~027 .. ~100 ~026 . .051 . . 
none, any : :111 . ~025 . : ~026 . ~054 . .. 
couldn't hardly . ~30 ·5 : .250 : .105 . .220 . . 
was, were . ~555 . ~500 . ~263 . .439 . . . . 
set, sat . ~148 . ~050 . :052 . :o83 . . . . 
done, did . • 250 . .200 . .105 : .185 . . • 
there, their ~555 ~375 . .369 . ~433 . . 
me, I . ~083 ~100 . ~052 ~078 . . 
to, two . .111 . .050 : .105 .089 . . 
- . 
4.965 
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TABLE XIX . 
"FLYING A KITE . u 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 4. 
=Room 202 : Room 201 : Room 206 : Average % 
No. of pupils --106 37 : 33 . 36 . 
me, I 
·054 . .oo . .oo .018 . . 
Jim and I • ~000 . ~00 . ~00 . .ooo . . . 
was, were : • 243 . .212 ~388 : .281 . 
brimg, took . .27 : ~09 .222 : ~194 . 
says~ said . ~189 . ~151 .194 .. .178 . . . 
agin, again ~321 . ~363 ~444 . ~376 . .. 
an, and . ~567 . ~727 . ~666 ~653 . . . 
come, came ~108 ~ 242 ~ 083 ~144 
ain 't, · isn 1 t ~ 081 ~151 ~ 1 66 . 132 
no , any .27 . ~363 ~500 : .377 . 
don't, didn't . ' .. . 351 ;4:54 .444 : ;4:1 6 
Jin , · he (omit ) ~216 ~06 :333 ~ 203 
-. . . :189 . ~242 . .194 . .208 g1ve, gave . • • . In, · into : ~973 . ~878 : 1~000 : .951 . 
rilri·, ran . ~135 ~242 . .538 . .305 . . . 
come, came · ~162 . ~181 . ~194 . .179 .. . . 
cetched, caught ~162 . ~09 . ~083 . ~111 . . . 
git, ge t • 108 ~151 ~305 ~ 188 
bust, broke ~378 ' 7 7'2 : ~444 . ~385 oVVV . 
stood, s tayed . : 783 : .696 . ~611 : ~696 . .. 
gives, gave . ~108 . ~06 . ~25 . ~139 . . . 
lots of, much ~868 . : ~878 . :25 . ~665 . . 
broken, broke .27 . : 515 .25 . : .345 
are, our . ~ 54 ~454 : ~ 444 : ~ 479 . 
rio, any :378 ~ 212 . .388 . ~326 . . 
left, let . ~513 : ~515 : ~500 : • . 50 9 • 
lay, lie . .73 . .666 ~ .583 . ~ ~59 . . .. 
9 ~ 117 
!!'ABLE XIX a. -49-
11 FLYING A KI'rE. tl 
PERC ENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 5. 
.. -· . ·· - .. ---....._ 
: Room 106 . Room 108 : Room 208 : Average <f/ . ; <J 
--.---~ 
No. of pupils -- 103 37 31 35 
me, I .027 ~000 . .ooo . .009 . . 
Jim and I : .ooo . ~000 .ooo ~000 .. 
was, were • 081 ~064 . ~084 ~076 . 
brung, took ~053 : ~128 . ~257 . ~149 • . 
says~ said ~081 ~128 ~114 : .107 
a.gin, again ~162 :225 :oa4 :157 
ai1 1 and ~459 ~419 ~430 ~436 
come, came ~135 ~000 ~057 ~064 
ain't, · isn't :135 :o9G .000 ; :077 
no, any . ~243 ~161 ~084 . ~162 . . 
don 't, didn't ~j.89 ~254 ~143 ~195 
T.; .,.:, ""'e · (o~;t) ~000 :ooo ~084 ~028 t.: .i..WJ J. .t. .t.d ..a. 1 
give,gave ~108 . :032 :143 :094 . 
in, into :sea ;867 ~860 :898 
run, ran :027 ~096 :030 .051 
come, came ~081 . ~000 ~084 ~055 . 
cetched, caught :ooo :ooo .057 ~019 
git, get :108 ~064 .030 : 06 7 
bust , · broke ~270 . ~351 ~257 :292 . 
stood~ stayed :513 :451 :630 :531 
gives, gave :108 :290 .176 ~191 
lots of, much : ~621 . ~678 :176 : ~491 . 
broken, broke ~162 . ~225 . :057 ~148 . • 
are, our : :108 :o64 :o57 :076 
no, any ~081 . ~064 :057 :067 . 
left, let :486 . 451 :371 : ~436 
lay, lie ~ .594 .645 .371 .536 
5.418 
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TABLE XIX b. 
11 FI~YING A KITE. fl 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS . 
GRADE 6. 
-- -- --- - --- -----
:Rooml01 . Room 102 . Room 104 : Average cd . . ;o 
---- ~ - --- ·- - -----
No. o f pu pils 109 34 : 37 : 38 •· .
me,I . • 1 17 .081 .026 : .074 . 
Jim and I . 000 . .ooo .ooo : .000 I 
we.s, were .059 . .108 : .ooo . .055 . . 
brung, took : .029 ~108 .ooo . .045 . 
says, said ~059 ~000 
' 
~000 ~019 
agin, again ~176 . .162 . ~ 105 .147 . . 
an, and . ~500 • 567 .263 . 4~: 3 .. 
come, ca."'le .. • 029 . .053 .ooo .027 . 
ain't, isn't .117 .027 . 026 .056 
no, any .176 .053 .079 .103 
don 't , did n't . ' .206 .189 . 1 84 .193 
Jiiii. , he (omit) .000 . 027 . 000 . 009 
g ive, gave . 059 .081 .000 .047 
in, into .733 .973 .500 .735 
run, ran : . 059 .081 .026 .055 
come , came .029 .053 .026 .036 
cetche d, caught .029 .02'l . ' .026 .027 
git, get .088 .027 .026 ' . 047. 
bust, broke . 176 : .053 : .263 .164 
stood, stayed .500 ~594 .578 .557 
gives, gave .088 .027 .026 .047 
lots of, r.c.uch .264 .027 ~ 184 .158 
broken, broke .088 . .027 .210 .108 . 
are, our : . 206 . 135 .131 : .157 
no, any .088 : .243 . 052 .127 
left, let .294 : .297 .316 .302 
lay, lie . 647 .540 .710 . 632 
4.370 
No. of pupils 
--
101 
Me and Helen 
me, I 
gone, went 
was, were 
hole. whole 
wuz~ was 
cts. ~ cents 
bout, about 
see, saw 
walkin, walldng 
in, into 
ain't, isn't 
says, said 
sort of; very 
awful, very 
to, too 
seen, saw 
set, sat 
terrible, very 
et; ate 
by, with 
leave, let 
give, gave 
lots of, much · 
and 'went (to g o) 
was, were 
of, have 
t wo, to 
TABLE XX . 
II A DAY AT THE BEACH. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
. 
. 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
GRADE 4. 
Room 202 Room 201 
: 
38 . 34 . 
~000 . ~000 . 
.052 : .029 
.026 : .059 
• 289 . .323 . 
~ 526 : ~706 
.184 : ~235 
~450 . ~294 . 
~289 : ~059 
. 026 ~088 
.395 ~ 52 9 
.894 : ~932 
.105 : .088 
.236 : .147 
~842 : 1.000 
.526 . .764 . 
~816 ; ~853 
.131 ~117 
~236 . ~088 . 
.630 . - ~647 
~343 ~410 
.342 ~323 
~395 : ~500 
: 210 . : 176 . 
.921 : :932 
.395 : ~529 
:947 . : 970 . 
:710 ~853 
.630 .470 
LifZRARY Or 
..;cHOOL OF EDUCATiCil ' 
::- OSTON UNIVERSITY 
-51- . 
Room 206 Average % 
: 
: 29 : 
-..--.-~- -
: ~000 ~000 
.000 : .027 
: 
.103 ~ .063 . 
: .448 : .353 
: 
.551 : .594 
. 
.103 : .174 . 
. 448 . .397 . 
. ~241 : .196 . 
: ~034 : .049 
: ~413 .446 
.896 ; ~907 
.172 ; .122 
: .275 . .219 . 
. 
.965 . .936 . . 
.586 .625 
.896 .858 
. 
.000 .083 . 
: ~172 . ~165 . 
. 
.620 : .~632 . 
:310 . ~354 . 
~448 : .371 
. :344 : ~41'3 . 
. >103 ~163 . .. 
: :655 : ~836 
. ~6-89 ~ 5-38 . 
. ~965 . 961 . 
. :965 . ~843 . . 
: .724 : .608 
11.933 
---52'-
TABLE XXa. 
"A DAY A'I' 'l'HE BEACH. II 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS . 
GRADE 5. 
: 
Room 106 Room 108 : Room 208 : Average % 
No. of pupils -- 109 33 • 37 : 39 : .
.Me and Helen .030 ~000 : .000 . 010 
me, I ~000 ~000 : ~ 000 . .000 . 
gone, went . 060 .027 .000 .029 
was, were .151 .081 .051 .094 
hole, whole .242 .357 : .179 .259 
wuz, was .030 ~053 .025 .036 
cts. , cents .303 ~108 . 564 : ~ 325 
bout, about .151 ~135 : .025 .104 
see, saw ~000 ~081 .000 . .027 . 
walkin, wal king .333 ~321 .076 . .243 . 
in, into .787 . 946 : ~743 : .825 
ain't, isn't .090 ~081 .051 : .074 
says, said : .242 : .135 .051 ~143 
sort ofj very . .969 ~890 : ~923 . .927 . . 
awful, very : ~545 .432 .512 .496 
tc, tee .484 .594 : :435 : .504 
seen, saw ~090 :oar ~000 : .057 
set, sat .090 . 081 ~025 : .065 
terrible , very . 515 ~486 ~ 564 : :522 
et, ate :060 : .135 : .128 : ~108 
by, with .151 : .081 .102 .111 
leave, let : · r-;~ r.r • .:;oo ~378 : .153 : .298 
give, gave .090 : ~ 053 .025 : ~056 
lots of, much : .878 : ~378 ~461 .572 
and went (to go ) • 575 : .243 ~ 230 :349 
was, were ; 969 ~890 : .461 .773 
of, have : .757 .486 : ~487 : .576 
two, to .303 : .243 : .102 : .216 
7.799 
-53-
TABLE XXb. 
"A DAY AT THE BEACH. 11 
PERCENTAGE OF ERRORS. 
GRADE 6. 
Room 101 : Room 102 : Room 104 : Average " ... ;o 
- .. -~--~~~~- .._-_:_.. ·- ·--- ..__ ,_ ._ . ....._.,.____. 
No. of pupils -- 114 35 40 39 
Me and Helen :ooo : ~000 . ~000 : ~000 . 
me, I :057 ~025 : .000 : .027 
gone, went : .057 ~000 .025 : .027 
was, were . 057 : .025 .000 .027 
hole, whole .200 .075 .179 .151 
wuz, was .03 .000 .025 : .018 
cts. ~ cents .000 :125 .435 : ~187 
bout, about ~114 . .025 .051 : .063 . 
see, sav1 ~057 .000 .025 : :027 
walkin, · walking ~342 :150 :076 : .189 
in, into . 571 :550 :876 : :666 
ain't, isn't .030 :ooo ~025 :018 
says, .. s aid :057 : ~050 :076 : :061 
sort of, very : ~910 . ~900 : :a97 :902 . 
awful~ very : :257 : :300 .358 : :305 
to, too · • 51·4 :550 : .435 : ~499 
seen, saw :057 : 075 :025 : o·52 
set, sat : .057 . ~050 :051 : .053 . 
terrible, very : .228 . .200 : .358 : :262 .. 
et, ate : :ooo : .125 .076 : ~067 
by, with . ~171 :050 .051 : :091 . 
leave, let . :457 . :200 :230 : .296 . .. 
give, gave :030 :025 . .102 . .052 . . 
lots of, much :457 :200 :179 : .279 
and went (to go) : :228 : :300 :230 :253 
was, were : :910 : .850 : :897 : .889 
of, have : .713 ~650 :641 .668 
two, to .257 .100 : .153 : .167 
6.296 
-54-
The percentage of errors in the different grades, together 
with the who le average for each story is shown in --
TABLE XXI. 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
STORY B 13.660 8.057 6.872 28.589 
STORY C 10.527 5.425 5.299 21.251 
PLAYING MARBLES 10.824 7.444 5.453 23.721 
SCHOOL DIALOGUE 15.248 10.899 8.869 35.016 
THE MOVIES 12.620 8.520 6.911 28.051 -
THE CIRCUS 10.325 5.041 4.965 20.331 
FLYING A KITE 9.117 5.412 4.370 18.899 
DAY AT BEACH 11.933 7.799 6.296 26.028 . 
This shows the average percentage of errors in these stories 
just as they were g iven to the classes. As the number of errors 
ranged from twenty-five to thir~y-two, the percentage of errors 
shows a corresponding variation. 
The next step was to equalize the number of errors in each 
- ·-- •· -
story by either adding or ·subtracting enough errors to make twenty-
eight errors in each, with an averag~ of errors approximating 28.%. 
Story B had twenty~eight errors. 
Story C had twenty-eight errors. 
Playing Marbles had twenty-five errors so that three errors 
had to be added· The errors selected must be ones which had occurred 
in one of the .stories so that the percentage of error was known. 
-55-
These three errors were added,-
11willing 11 for "willingly" - percentage of error obtained on 
"especially" in Sltory A,-
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
.851 .674 .591 2 .116 
11 hole" for "whole". Change the word "entiren in this story 
percentage Of error obtained from "A Day at the Beach 11 ,~ 
.594 .259 .151 1.004 
11 are" for "our". Change -the word "my" in "leave my house" to 
to 
"are",- - This error occurred in five of the stories so that I 
deemed it wise- to average the percentage of error in these five 
stories obtaining thereby , 
• 563 .258 .278 1.099 
"hole 11 ,-
Adding these averages to those obtained from the original 
errors in Table XXI, we have the averages on twenty-eight errors 
in "Play;tng Marbles 11 
Table XXI 10.824 7.444 5.453 23.721 
willing,wil~ . • 851 
lingly · · 
.674 .591 2.116 
hole, whole .594 .259 .151 1.004 
are, our - ~56Q ~258 :278 1~099 
12.832 8.635 6.473 27.940 
School Dialog":le had th~rty-tw() errors so that four errors 
had to be eliminated. The errors I dropped were,- '-'an" for "and", 
the second "can" for 11 may", "done" for "did" and "saw" for "seen". 
This reduced the percentage of errors as follows,-
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Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
an, and ', .877 .781 .696 2.354 
can, may .990 .980 .939 2.909 
done, did .429 .120 .196 .745 
saw, seen • 508 .210 :211 . ~ 929 
2.804 2.091 2.042 6.937 
Deducting these percentages from- the original table of 
percentages, we have for the new average for nSchool Dialogue" 
with twenty-sight errors,--
Table XXI 
Deduction 
10 : 899 
2.091 
8.808 
8.869 
2~042 
6.827 
35:016 
6.937 
28.079 
The Movies had t wenty-seven errors. To get the average 
percentage as near 28% as possible with twenty-eight errors, two 
errors of low value had to be added and one of higher value 
eliminated, as follows,- Add 11 Set" for "sat 11 in the sixth line,-
percentage taken from this same story. Add "himn for "he" in the 
next to the last line,- percentage taken from Story B. Eliminate 
"lots of" in the fifth line, making the new average,-
Table XXI 12.620 8.520 6.911 28~051 
set, sat .208 • 073 ' .070 .351 
him, he .746 • 557 .347 1.650 
13.574 9.150 7.328 30.052 
lots of .808 .799 .466 2.073 
12.766 8.351 6.862 27.979 
To The Circus which had twenty-six errors I added . '!in" for 
" in to" from nA Day at the Beach" and "too 11 for 11 two" from Story C, 
thus obtaining the following new average,-
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Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total. 
·Table XXI 10.325 5.041 4.965 20.331 
in, into .907 .825 .666 2.398 
too, two .454 .199 .097 • 750 
11.686 6.065 5.728 23.479 
One error had to be added to "Flying A Kite" which contained 
only t wenty-seven errors. I selected "guess" for "think" from 
Playing Marbles, making the average percentage of error 
Table XXI . 9.117 
.927 
10.044 
5.412 
.969 
6.381 
4.370 
.725 
5.095 
18.899 
2 .621 
21.520 
Although A Day at the Beach had twenty-eight errors, I 
wished to obtain a higher percentage of error; therefore, I 
eliminated "wuz" 
-
"Was" and inserted "guess" from A School 
Dialogue, giving the new percentage, - -
Table XXI 11.933 7.799 6.296 26.028 
wuz, was ' .353 . 094 .275 .722 
11.580 7.705 6.021 25.306 
guess, think .921 .960 .774 2.655 
12.501 8.665 6.795 27.961 
The stories with the additions and eliminations follow,--
Correcting ·Language Errors (a game) 
Name ..... . ..... . .... ... .... . . . . .... . .. Grade ... . . ... . . . . 
City ........... .... ...... . School . . . . . ........... ... ... ·. 
Age . ...... .. .. .. ... .. ...... Date .. . . .... ... .. . .. . . . . . . . . 
PLAYING MARBLES . 
Marbles is a good game. I seen some boys playing the 
' ' . 
• I ) 
game yesterday. I went home to look for my supply of 
' I : . 
marbles. I couldn't find none, ,~ I saw my father. I said to 
' ~ • • I I L ~' i , , ' 
him, "Father, I ain't-got no marbles. Will.you give me a · 
,. ' 
dime?" Father seen that I was in earnest, so ~e give me a 
dime. He done it w.mipg. Me and father is very good friends. 
. ,. . . -
1 started down the street. I had not went very far, 
when I met John Taylor. John he is a good friend of mine. 
- . : . ! ~ I ': . . . . 
He seen me leave my house, and had came to meet me. 3 
- - .• ., . · r 
I owed him a dime bl).t he}:lid not ask p1_e ~o pay up. I guess 
. '· ' . . 
he wanted me to have. ~orne marbles s.o ~s I could play with 
' . : ' ' . 
him. He had some marbles his self. . 
I ask him to go to the store with me. "No," he replied, 
"I have got an errand to run. Can I play with you when I have· 
did the errand?" We agreed and spent the entire afternoon 2 
----
together. We had lots of fun. 
1. Correct '' willing '', willingly 
2. Substitute "hole 11 , whole for en t ire . 
3. Subs t1 t u te '' 8.1"8 11 , our fo r 1~1y . 
Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Na1ne .... .. ....... ... . . ........... ..... Grade . .. .. ... . . . . 
City ... . . . .. .... . ... ..... . School . . . ....... . . . ........ . . 
A.ge . ... .. . . .. .. ..... .. ... . . Date .. . . . . . .. .. .. ... . .. .. . . . 
A School Dialogue. 
john:- "Has the first bell rang?" 
Frank:- "I ain't heard no bell." 
]ohn:--"Have you got them examples that the teacher give to 
solve to home?" 
Frank:--"! done all but the last one. I can't hardly see how 3 
to begin it. Me and Jim worked together 
~ How many did you get?" 
john:--"I looked them over and seen that I diden't know nuth 
,in' about them. So I went over to see Charley. Him and 
me tried too or threei!:!! couldn't get them' Can I copy l 
your'n? I wish we had a teacher who could learn us bet-
ter". 
F1'ank:-- "Here they be. Oh, by the way, have you ever saw my ·4 
new air-rifle ? I showed it to Jim when he come over 
last night. I tell you its a fine one. Jim he was certainly 
pleased when he seen it." 
john:-- "I wish I had went to your house last night so I could 
of seen it." 
Frank:--"Jim and me is going to the woods on Saturday and 
I guess you can go too if you wish. Jim says there were 2 
lots of nuts in his uncle's woods." 
Eli:~nina_t e 
l. "a.n " for and 
I I I I -2 . can :J:"o r may 
3 . 11done" fo r did 
4 . "saw 11 for seen 
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Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ....... ... . . . . ... . . . . .... .. . . . Grade . ..... ... . . . ... . . 
City . ... .. . . ....... School ........ . .. .... ..... . .... . . .. ... . 
Age . .... . .. . .. .. ........ .. Date . .. ..... . . ....... ..•. .... .. 
THE MOVIES. 
Me and Louis goes to the movies nearly every Saturday 
We have went now for five weeks. One day I couldn't hard-
yl see because a big man set in front of me. They was a pic-
ture about hunters in Africa. There boat wasn't no bigger 
than are row boat. They had guns, beads, food and lots of 3 
- - -
other things. Frank he sat in front and Harry behind. Frank 1 
· seen sum tracks. They tied the boat. Frank said, "See them 
trat:s?" I'ii learn you too track wild animals." Harry and he 
come creeping along when all to once out jumped a lion and 
ketched Frank. Harry didn't have no time to lose. He fired 
just in time to save Frank. 
Another time they come to a village as the natives was 
having a war dance. They were took by the natives and made 
prisoners. Alltheir things was put in the tent with them. Harry 
had a victrola. He played it. The natives thought he was the 
God of sounds. He give them the victrola so as Frank and he 
could go free. - -
l. '' se t '' f o r s a t 
2 . "him" f o r he 
=::1 il.1.:_ne. t e 
3 . " lots of " 
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Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ....... ..... . . .... . . .. .. .. ... . Grade .. . ......... . 
City .. ......... .. .. . . .... School . 0 0 0 •••••• • • 0 0 ••• • •• 0 ••••• 
Age. 0 . 0 •• •• 0 • •• • • 0 •• 0 .Date .... ... . . . ........ .. . . .. .... 0. 
THE CIRCUS. 
The Circus come to are town yesterday. Me and Joe has 
been working at everything to git fifty cents. Joe he has went 
on errands and has give the dog a bath, and his father has 
paid up ten cents he owed him, so that he had thirty cents. 
His mother give him the rest. 
I have sold a lot of papers and have learned my brother to 
skate and ain't done nuthing bad for _!__wo whole weeks. My l · 
aunt gave me thirty cents. We went early. We seen all the ani-
mals The elephants et peanuts a man gave t hem. I would.have 
liked to have given them some but I didn't have none. We went 
into the big tent. We couldn't hardly see to the other end. There 2 · 
was horse races, ladies on swings, trained seals and clowns. 
The clowns set right in front of us and done all there tricks. 
It was a fine show. John and me are going to give a circus 
next week and charge to cents. 
l . ''too" f or two 
8. '' i n 11 ?or into 
Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
Name ........... . . ..... . ................... Grade .. . ... . . 
City . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . School . ...... .. . ........... . . . 
Age . .. ... .............. .. .. Date ... . ... . ....... . ....... . 
FLYING A KITE 
One day me and Jim made a Kite. We was going to fly it 
We brung it down to the park. 
He says to me, "Tom, try to send it up agin." I tried an 
tried, but it come down. I said, £iJ}'t3cifngt no use to try." Tom 
don't want to give up. 
Jim he took the kite and give it a big push in the air. I took 
hold of the string and run fast. The kite come right down and 
fell on the ground. 
We tried once more, but the kite cetched on a tree. I pulled 
the string harp to git the kite off tree. The string bust and 
the kite stood up in the tree. It gives us lots of trouble. 
Jim climbed the tree. He slipped two times and nearly 
fell down. He got hold of the kite but broken it coming down. 
Are kite wasn't no more good. We left it lay there, and 
went home. 
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l 
Add " I gues s ''- I said , '' I guess i t ain't no use to try . ''· 
Correcting Language Errors (a game) 
I 
Name . .. . ... .. . . . .... . .. . .................. Grade . . .. · .. . . 
City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . School .... .. ... .. . . ..... .. . .. . 
Age ..... .. · . . . . . . . ... . ...... Date .... . .... . . . . ... . ... .. . . 
A DAYAT THE BEACH 
Me and Helen goes to the beach last week. We was anxious 
to stay the hole day. All the money we had wuz forty cts. We l 
got there bout ten o'clock. I guess. 2 
The first thing we see was people walkin up and down 
the beach. Some people went in the water. 
We walked along·the beach. "Mary, ain't the water beau-
tiful? says Helen. "It sort of pleasant, but it is awful cold," I 
answered. It was to cold to walk far. 
I seen a log and set down because I was terrible tired. We 
et some bread we had by us. Then we went to see the sights. 
A man told us that he would leave us go on the merry-
go-round for ten cents. Helen give the money to him. We spent · 
a lot of -money. 
Then we started and went home. I had spent all my 
money. If it was not for Helen I would of had two home 
El i minfl t e •r·.Nuz 1' · fOl" wa s 
·l.d·l 11 1 G' Ue SS I I 0 - - ~§ ~§t th®~© b out ten o 'c lo ck , I g uess . 
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Each of the stories now had twenty-eight errors with a 
percentage of error as shown in ---
TABLE XXII;. 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
Story B 13.660 8.057 6.872 28. 589 
Story c 10.524 5.425 5.299 21.248 
Playing Marbles 12.832 8.655 6.473 27.960 
School Dialogue 12.444 8.808 6.827 28.079 
The Movies 12.766 8.351 6.862 27.979 . 
The Circus 11.686 6.065 5".728 23.479 
Flying A Kite 10.044 6.381 5.095 21.520 
Day At Beach 12.501 8.665 6.795 27.961 
The above table shows that of the six stories used in the 
making of this study, the three which are comparable with 
Stories A, B, and C of the Wilson Language Error Test are ,--
"The Movies", "A Day at the Beach 11 and Playing Marble s" . The 
average percentage of error in these t hre e stories approximately 
equalled the twenty-eight per cent of the Wilson Language Error 
Test. 
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